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Kurzfassung

Diese Arbeit bescḧaftigt sich mitǫ-nets in der Geometrie und verwandten Problemen.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit werden starkeǫ-nets und das eng verwandte Minimum Hitting

Set Problem betrachtet. Es wird eine neue Technik vorgestellt mit deren Hilfe die Existenz

von kleinenǫ-nets in verschiedenen geometrischen Bereichsräumen nachgewiesen werden

kann. Diese Technik liefert auch effiziente Algorithmen um kleineǫ-nets zu berechnen.

Mit der bekannten Reduktion von Bronimann und Goodrich [10], führt dies zu Approxi-

mationsalgorithmen mit konstantem Faktor für die entsprechenden Hitting Set Probleme.

Der Approximationsfaktor kann sogar verbessert werden durch einen relative einfachen,

auf lokaler Suche basierenden Ansatz, der zu dem ersten polynomiellen Approximationss-

chema f̈uhrt.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit ist den schwachenǫ-nets gewidmet die eine wichtige Ve-

rallgemeinerung der starkenǫ-nets in konvexen Bereichen darstellen. Zunächst wird der

einfachste Fall der schwachenǫ-nets betrachtet, der Centerpoint. Es wird ein neuer, ein-

facherer Beweis f̈ur das bekannte Centerpoint Theorem (und ebenso Helly’s Theorem) in

beliebiger Dimension gezeigt. Die gleiche Idee lässt sich auch benutzen um eine optimale

Verallgemeinerung der Centerpoints zu zwei Punkten in der Ebene zu zeigen. Mit dieser

Technik k̈onnen verschiedene Resultate für schwacheǫ-nets in der Ebene verbessert wer-

den. Abschlieend wird das allgemeine schwacheǫ-net Problem ind Dimensionen betra-

chtet. Eine langj̈ahrige Vermutung besagt, dass schwacheǫ-nets der Gr̈osseO(ǫ−1polylogǫ−1)

für konvexe Mengen in jeder Dimension existieren. Es stellt sich heraus, dass wenn sich

die Vermutung als wahr erweist, dann ist es möglich ein schwachesǫ-net aus einer kleinen

Menge von Inputpunkten zu erzeugen. In dieser Arbeit wird gezeigt, dass dies tatsächlich
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möglich ist und ein schwachesǫ-net ausO(ǫ−1polylogǫ−1) Inputpunkten erzeugt werden

kann. Letztendlich l̈asst sich ein interessanter Zusammenhang zwischen schwachen und

starkenǫ-nets zeigen durch den schwacheǫ-nets durch eine Zufallsauswahl konstruiert

werden k̈onnen.
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Abstract

This thesis deals with strong and weakǫ-nets in geometry and related problems. In the

first half of the thesis we look at strongǫ-nets and the closely related problem of finding

minimum hitting sets. We give a new technique for proving theexistence of smallǫ-nets for

several geometric range spaces. Our technique also gives efficient algorithms to compute

smallǫ-nets. By a well known reduction due to Bronimann and Goodrich [10], our results

imply constant factor approximation algorithms for the corresponding minimum hitting set

problems. We show how the approximation factor given by thisstandard technique can

be improved by giving the first polynomial time approximation scheme for some of the

minimum hitting set problems. The algorithm is a very simpleand is based on local search.

In the second half of the thesis, we turn to weakǫ-nets, a very important generalization

of the idea of strongǫ-nets for convex ranges. We first consider the simplest example of

a weakǫ-net, namely the centerpoint. We give a new and arguably simpler proof of the

well known centerpoint theorem (and also Helly’s theorem) in any dimension and use the

same idea to prove an optimal generalization of the centerpoint to two points in the plane.

Our technique also gives several improved results for smallweakǫ-nets in the plane. We

finally look at the general weakǫ-net problem isd-dimensions. A long standing conjecture

states that weakǫ-nets of sizeO(ǫ−1polylogǫ−1) exist for convex sets in any dimension. It

turns out that if the conjecture is true then it should be possible to construct a weakǫ-net

from a small number of input points. We show that this is indeed true and it is possible to

construct a weakǫ-net fromO(ǫ−1polylogǫ−1) input points. We also show an interesting

connection between weak and strongǫ-nets which shows how random sampling can be

used to construct weakǫ-nets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis deals with the strong and weakǫ-nets, which are fundamental tools in discrete

and computational geometry. The theory of strongǫ-nets has been very successful and

has found many applications in computational geometry, statistics and learning theory. In

computational geometry, strongǫ-nets (andǫ-approximations) power many data structures

and algorithms used in point location, range searching, range counting and several other

tools for geometric divide and conquer. They also find use in derandomizing divide and

conquer type algorithms. The idea of strongǫ-nets was extended to weakǫ-nets for convex

sets by Haussler and Welzl in their seminal paper [26]. Weakǫ-nets have found application,

among other things, in the beautiful proof of the Hadwiger-Debrunner (p,q) conjecture by

Alon and Kleitman [6]. In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the idea of strong

and weakǫ-nets and present some of the most important results in this area. We then give

a summary of the work presented in this thesis.
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1.1 Strongǫ-nets

A range space is a set systemR = (X,R) whereX is a (possibly infinite) set called the

ground setandR is the set of subsets ofX. We will call the elements ofX thepointsand

the elements ofR the rangesof R. In this thesis we will deal only with range spaces with

finite ground sets. Given a parameter 0< ǫ < 1, we say that a ranger ∈ R is ǫ-heavy

if |r | > ǫ |X|. A strongǫ-net forR is a subsetY ⊆ X which hits all ǫ-heavy ranges i.e. it

has a non-empty intersection with eachǫ-heavy range inR. In the following we will just

write “ǫ-net” for “strongǫ-net”. We are interested in smallǫ-nets since in some sense they

allows us to approximate the given range space economically. Since each of the ranges we

want to hit areǫ-heavy, if we randomly pick a point fromR, we hit any givenǫ-heavy range

with probability at leastǫ. Since there are at most|R| ranges to be hit, a simple calculation

shows that a random sample ofX of size 1
ǫ

log |R| hits all the ranges simultaneously with

positive probability. Hence we have:

Proposition 1. Any finite range spaceR = (X,R) admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ

log |R|).

It turns out that in many cases it is possible to get a better upper bound. For example,

consider the range spaceR = (X,R) in which the ground setX is a finite set ofn points in

the plane and the ranges inR are the subsets ofX which can be obtained by intersectingX

with some triangle in the plane. In this case, the number of ranges is at mostO(n6) since

we can always change a triangle, without changing the set of points it contains, so that each

of its sides passes through two of the points. Proposition 1 therefore guarantees anǫ-net

of size 1
ǫ

logn. However, it can be shown that there is anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
) for this

range space. Sinceǫ is typically a constant,1
ǫ

can be assumed to be smaller thann. This,

therefore, gives a bound better than Proposition 1.

2



Such smallǫ-nets obviously do not exist for all range spaces. For example, if the ground

setX is a set of points in the plane lying in convex position and theranges are subsets ofX

that can be obtained by intersectingX with a convex set. In this case, the ranges consists of

all subsets ofX and hence anyǫ-net has to have|X| − (ǫ |X| + 1) points since if we leave out

any set ofǫ |X| + 1 points then those points together form anǫ-heavy range that is not hit.

What leads to an improved upper bound in the case of triangularranges is the fact that

not only doesR have a polynomial number of ranges, the number of ranges ishereditarily

polynomial i.e. the number of distinct ranges induced by anysubset ofZ ⊆ X, |{r ∩ Z|r ∈

R}| is polynomial in |Z|. One way to capture this property is the notion of theVapnik

Chervonenkisdimension (VC dimension in short) of a range space which was introduced

by Vapnik and Chervonenkis in [49]. Given a range spaceR = (X,R), theprojectionof R

on a subsetY ⊆ X is defined asR|Y = {Y∩ r |r ∈ R}. We say that a setA is shattered byR if

all subsets ofA can be obtained by intersectingA with some range inR i.e. R|A = 2A. The

VC dimension ofR, denoteddim(R), is the size of the largest set shattered byR. It has be

shown that range spaces of finite VC dimension are precisely the ones with the hereditarily

polynomial property [49, 47].

Haussler and Welzl [26], who introduced the notion ofǫ-nets, showed that range spaces

with a small VC dimension admit a smallǫ-net. More precisely, they show that

Theorem 1 (ǫ-net theorem). For any finite range spaceR = (X,R) with dim(R) ≤ d and

parameters0 < ǫ, δ < 1, a random subset N⊆ X of sizemax
{

8d
ǫ

log 8d
ǫ
, 4
ǫ

log 2
δ

}

is anǫ-net

for R with probability at least1− δ.

Komlós et al. [31] have also shown that this is tight up to constantfactors. The constant

factor was improved by Blumer et al. [9]. Komlós et al. [32] improved it further and show

3



the following:

Theorem 2. Let f(d, ǫ) denote the maximum size, over all range spaces of VC dimension at

most d, of anǫ-net of the smallest size for that range space. Then, f(d, ǫ) = (1+o(1))d
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
.

Vapnik and Chervonenkis [49] also introduced the notion ofǫ-approximations. The

purpose of anǫ-net is to hit allǫ-heavy ranges. The purpose of anǫ-approximation is

something stronger. We want the fraction of the points of theǫ-approximation which lie

inside each range to be equal to the relative size of the rangewithin an additive factor ofǫ.

More precisely, given a range spaceR = (X,R), A ⊆ X is anǫ-approximation forR if for

every ranger ∈ R,


















|A∩ r |
|A| −

|X ∩ r |
|X|



















≤ ǫ.

As for ǫ-nets, they show that range space with a finite VC dimensiond also has a small

ǫ-approximation [49]:

Theorem 3. Any range space of VC dimension d admits andǫ-approximation of size

O(d/ǫ2 log (d/ǫ)).

Matousek et al. [38] improved the above bound toO(ǫ−(2−2/(d+1)) log2−2/(d+1)) ǫ−1) and

showed that this is almost tight up to polylogarithmic factors.

A notion closely related to the notion of VC dimension is thatof scaffold dimension[24]

which is based on the shatter functionπR(m) of a range spaceR = (X,R) that denotes the

maximum number of distinct ranges inR|Y for an m-sized subsetY of X i.e. πR(m) =

max { |R|Y| : Y ⊆ X, |Y| = m }. The scaffold dimension ofR is the smalled integerd

such thatπR(m) = O(md). It has been shown that the scaffold dimension of a range space
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is always at most its VC dimension [49, 47, 24]. Also, if the scaffold dimension of a range

space isd, then clearly a very large set cannot be shattered. The number of distinct ranges

induced by a shattered set of sizem is 2m and for large enoughm this isω(md). Therefore,

a finite scaffold dimension implies a finite VC dimension. The scaffold dimension is often

easier to work with since for many ranges spaces, especiallythose arising in geometry, it is

easier to prove that a range space has a bounded scaffold dimension.

Matousek [39] gave efficient deterministic algorithms for computingǫ-approximations

andǫ-nets for range spacesR = (X,R) with a finite scaffold dimension. The algorithms

assume the existence of asubspace oraclei.e. an oracle which given a setY enumerates

the ranges inR|Y in time O(|Y| k) wherek is the number of ranges enumerated. He showed

that

Theorem 4. Given a subspace oracle for a range spaceR = (X,R) of scaffold dimension

d > 1 and a parameter0 < ǫ < 1, we can deterministically compute anǫ-approximation of

size O(ǫ−2 logǫ−1) and anǫ-net of size O(ǫ−1 logǫ−1) in time O(|X| · (ǫ−2 logǫ−1)d) time.

Matousek [39] also proved the same result for weighted sets,i.e. when the ground set

X is equipped with a probability measure and the weight of a range is the total weight of

the elements in it.

In this thesis, we will be mostly concerned with range spacesinduced by a set of points

and a set of geometric objects. We have already encountered such a range space, namely

the one in which the ground set is a finite setP of points in the plane and the ranges are

defined by the set of all triangles in the plane. The range defined by each triangle is the

set of points contained in it. It follows from the arguments before that this range space

has a finite scaffold dimension and hence admits andǫ-net of sizeO(ǫ−1 logǫ−1). One

5



natural question for such geometric range spaces is whetherwe can get a smallerǫ-net

by exploiting the geometric structure. This is the questionthat we address in Chapter 2.

We consider two main kinds of range spaces induced by a setP of points and a setS of

geometric objects. In the first kind, we treat the points as the ground set, and each geometric

objects ∈ S defines the ranges∩ P. We call this theprimal range space induced by P and

S. In the second kind, we exchange the roles ofP andS i.e.,S is the ground set and each

p ∈ P defines the range{s ∈ S : p ∈ s}. Several people have proved the existence ofǫ-

nets of sizeO(1/ǫ) for such geometric range spaces, improving on theO(ǫ−1 logǫ−1) bound

for range spaces of finite VC dimension. Pach and Woeginger [44] proved that halfspaces

and translates of polytopes inR2 admit strongǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
). Matousek et al. [36]

proved that halfspaces inR3 and certain special families of pseudo-disks inR2 (they require

that there is exactly one pseudo-disk through any three non-collinear points in the plane)

admit strongǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
). Matousek later found a shorter proof for the existence

of O(1
ǫ
) size strongǫ-nets for halfspaces inR3 via shallow cuttings [34]. Clarkson and

Varadarajan [16] gave a fairly general framework which applies to many such geometric

range spaces. Their technique is particularly useful for the dual range spaces where they

show that if the geometric objects under consideration haveasmallunion complexity, then

is possible to get a correspondingly smallǫ-net. Their technique however does not readily

apply to primal range spaces.

In Chapter 2, we develop a new technique for proving the existence ofo(ǫ−1 logǫ−1) size

ǫ-nets and use it to obtain aO(1/ǫ) sizeǫ-net for the primal range space induced by a set of

points and a set of pseudo-disks in the plane. This result wasnot previously known and it is

not clear whether the technique of Clarkson and Varadarajan [16] can be used for this case.

Our technique also gives a new proof for almost all geometricrange spaces for which such

6



a smallǫ-net is known to exist. In particular, it gives a very short and elementary proof,

using only double counting arguments, for the existence ofO(1/ǫ) for the range space

induced by a set of points and halfspaces inR3. The earlier proofs used fairly sophisticated

geometric and/or probabilistic tools. The proof technique used also implies fast algorithms

for computingǫ-nets of small size. In the process of applying our techniqueto the various

geometric range spaces, we also prove interesting combinatorial results about them. For

example, we prove that given a set of points and a set of pseudo-disks in the plane, it is

possible to construct a planar graph whose vertices are the set of points so that the subgraph

induced by the vertices in any of the given pseudo-disks is connected. Such results lead to

a PTAS for the hitting sets problems related to these range spaces. We describe the hitting

set problem and the specific results obtained in next section(Section 1.2).

1.2 Hitting Sets

The problem of computingminimum hitting setsis very closely related to the problem

of computing smallǫ-nets. In the (strong)ǫ-net problem we are interested in finding a

small subset of the ground set whichhits, i.e. has a non-empty intersection with, all the

ǫ-heavy ranges. A natural algorithmic question then is whether we can compute, exactly or

approximately, anǫ-net of the smallest size. A more general question is if we aregiven a

set of ranges (which may or may not beǫ-heavy), can we compute the smallesthitting set

i.e., the smallest subset of the ground set which has a non-empty intersection with each of

the given ranges? If the ranges are allowed to be arbitrary subsets of the ground set, then

this problem is the same as the set cover problem whose approximability is completely

resolved. It is possible to get aO(logn) approximation, wheren is the size of the ground

7



set, using a greedy algorithm and it is not possible to do better unless P=NP. However, when

the range space is “simple”, it is often possible to get better approximations. Bronimann

and Goodrich [10] reduced the problem of computing hitting sets to computing weighted

ǫ-nets i.e. hittingǫ-heavy ranges when the elements of the ground set have non-uniform

weights. Essentially, they compute weights so that each of given ranges areδ-heavy for

as largeδ as possible and then compute aδ-net. They show that since one can compute

O(ǫ−1 logǫ−1) sizeǫ-nets for range spaces of finite VC dimension one gets hittingsets of

sizeO( log), where is the size of the smallest hitting set, via this reduction. In

many cases, as we will see in Chapter 2, it is possible to compute anǫ-net of sizeO(1/ǫ).

In such cases, the reduction gives a constant factor approximation to the smallest hitting

set. If we can compute anǫ-net of sizec/ǫ, then we get ac-approximation. The weakness

of this approach is that after reducing the minimum hitting set problem to a problem of

computing anǫ-net, we use a worst case bound for theǫ-net. However, the worst case

bound can be much worse than the smallestǫ-net for the problem at hand. Hence,c can

be quite large. Even for simple ranges like halfspaces in theplane,c is at least 2 [43] and

this rules out the possibility of a PTAS using this approach.In Chapter 3, we give a new

general technique for approximating geometric hitting sets, which avoids the limitation

of the Bronnimann-Goodrich technique. We give the first polynomial-time approximation

schemes for the minimum geometric hitting set problem for a wide class of geometric range

spaces. All these problems are strongly NP-complete and hence, unless P=NP, there is no

FPTAS for these problem. Specifically, we show that:

• Given a setP of n points, and a setH of m halfspaces inR3, one can compute a

(1+ δ)-approximation to the smallest subset ofP that hits all the halfspaces inH in
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O(mnO(δ−2)) time.

• Given a setP of n points inR2, and a set ofr-admissible regionsD, one can compute

a (1+ δ)-approximation to the smallest subset ofP that hits all the regions inD in

O(mnO(δ−2)) time. This includes pseudo-disks (they are 2-admissible), same-height

rectangles, circular disks, translates of convex objects etc. See Definition 3.3.1 for

the definition of anr-admissible set of regions.

The above results should be contrasted with the fact that even for relatively simple range

spaces like those induced by unit disks in the plane, the previous best known approximation

algorithm is due to a recent paper of Carmiet. al. [11] which gives a 38-approximation

algorithm improving the earlier best known factor of 72 [42].

Our algorithm for both the problems is the following simple local search algorithm:

start with any hitting setS ⊆ P (e.g., take all the points ofP), and iterate local-improvement

steps of the following kind: If anyk points ofS can be replaced byk − 1 points ofP such

that the resulting set is still a hitting set, then perform the swap to get a smaller hitting set.

Halt if no such local improvement is possible. We setk = cδ−2, wherec is a constant, to

get a (1+ δ)-approximation algorithm.

In order to prove that the above local search algorithm workswe use some combinato-

rial results about these geometric ranges that we derive in Chapter 2 in conjunction with a

theorem about planar bipartite graphs (Theorem 18) which weconsider to be interesting in

its own right. It states the following:

Let G = (R, B,E) be a bipartite planar graph on red and blue vertex setsR and B,

|R| ≥ 2, such that for every subsetB′ ⊆ B of size at mostk, wherek is a large enough

number,|NG(B′)| ≥ |B′|. Then|B| ≤ (1+ c/
√

k) |R|, wherec is a constant.
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As a side effect of the above theorem, we also get a PTAS for computing the maximum

independent sets of the intersection graph of a given set ofr-admissible regions. This new

result extends the results obtained in [4] and [1].

1.3 Weakǫ-Nets

A natural question for the primal range spaces induced by a set of points and set of geomet-

ric objects is whether it is possible to get a smallerǫ-net if we do not insist that theǫ-net be

a subset of the point setP i.e. if we allow it to be an arbitrary subset of the space in which

they are embedded (e.g.Rd). Such subsets are calledweakǫ-nets in order to distinuish

them from the strongǫ-nets we have considered so far. In some cases one can indeed get

a very small weakǫ-net. This for example is the case when the ranges are defined by half-

spaces in the plane. The three corners of any large enough triangle containing the setP

is a weakǫ-net. On the other hand, even for simple geometric objects like triangles, it is

not known whether one can do any better than finding a strongǫ-net of sizeO(ǫ−1 logǫ−1).

Perhaps the most interesting case is the range space inducedby convex sets which does not

have a finite VC dimension and does not admit a small strongǫ-net. It turns out that small

weakǫ-nets do exist for this range space!

The concept of weakǫ-nets with respect to convex ranges was introduced by Haussler

and Welzl [26] and the notion has found several applicationsin discrete and combinatorial

geometry (see Matousek’s book for several examples [35]).

Let w(d, ǫ) denote the maximum size of the weakǫ-net required for any set of points

in Rd under convex ranges. Alonet al. [5] have shown that it is finite and for anyǫ,d,

there exist a weakǫ-net whose size is independent of size of the ground set. Specifically,
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they proved thatw(d, ǫ) ≤ O(1/ǫd+1−δd), whereδd tends to zero withd → ∞. They also

showed that for a set of points inR2 in convex position, there exists a weakǫ-net of size

O(1/ǫ polylog(1/ǫ)). More recently, Matousek and Wagner [37] gave an elegant algorithm

that computes weakǫ-nets inRd of sizeO(1/ǫdpolylog(1/ǫ)).

One special case of weakǫ-nets is thecenterpoint. Whenǫ is large enough the weak

ǫ-net consists of just one point which is called the centerpoint. This special case is well

studied and the famous centerpoint theorem [43, 35] states that if we have points inRd and

ǫ > d/(d + 1), all ǫ-heavy convex ranges can behit by just one point.

While the situation with strongǫ-nets is very well understood, our understanding of

weak ǫ-nets is far from satisfactory. The best upper bound known for the size of weak

ǫ-nets inRd is O(1/ǫd) although it is not clear why it should be significantly larger than

1
ǫ
polylog1

ǫ
. Matousek and Wagner [37] have conjectured thatO(1

ǫ
polylog1

ǫ
) is the right

upper bound. This remains one of the most important open problems in the area.

In Chapter 4, we study weakǫ-nets of a small constant size. We start by looking at

an alternate proof of the centerpoint theorem. The centerpoint theorem is usually proved

by using Helly’s theorem which in turn is proved by using Radon’s theorem. We give a

very short proof of the centerpoint theorem using an elementary argument which avoids

using Helly’s theorem and Radon’s theorem. The same idea gives a simple proof of Helly’s

theorem too. We then prove that in the plane, givenn points, it is possible to pick two

points p andq in the plane (not necessarily among input points) so that anyconvex set

containing more than 4n/7 input points contains at least one of the two pointsp andq. We

also show that this is tight i.e. it is not possible to pick twopoints whichhit all convex sets

containing at least 4n/7 points. This gives an optimal extension of the centerpointtheorem

to two points in the plane. We finally look at the cases of 3 or more points and improve
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several bounds obtained by Aronovet al. [8].

In Chapter 5 we turn to the general weakǫ-net problem with respect to convex ranges

in Rd. As we have remarked before the bounds for the size of weakǫ-nets are not very

satisfactory and there hasn’t been any progress in a long time. We consider the conjecture

of Matousek and Wagner [37] which states thatO(1
ǫ
polylog1

ǫ
) is the right upper bound.

We then make the following observation (Observation ): Given a setP of n points inRd,

a weakǫ-net of P of sizek is completely described byO(d2k) points ofP. For example

in the plane, one can easily move the weakǫ-net points so that they still form weakǫ-net

and furthermore each of the weakǫ-net points lies on the intersection of two lines, each

of which is defined by two points inP. Similarly in Rd, it is possible to move the points

to the intersection ofd hyperplanes, each of which is defined byd points ofP. Therefore,

any of the points is aproductof d2 points. This observation implies that if there is a small

weakǫ-net, it should be possible to construct it from a small number of the input points.

However, all known constructions requireΩ(ǫ−d) points. We show that it is indeed possible

to construct a weakǫ-net from a random sample of sizeO(ǫ−1 logǫ−1). Our algorithm

first constructs a strongǫ-net with of sizeO(ǫ−1 logǫ−1) for a range space of a finite VC

dimension and then takes certainproductsover it to produce the weakǫ-net with respect to

convex ranges. Apart from giving strength to the conjectureof Matousek and Wagner [37],

the proof reveals an interesting connection between strongand weakǫ-nets and shows that

random sampling can be used to construct weakǫ-nets. It also shows a connection between

the Hadwiger-Debrunner (p,q) theorem and weakǫ-nets.
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Chapter 2

Strong ǫ-Nets

In Chapter 1, we mentioned the Strongǫ-net theorem (Theorem 1) which states that any

range space of a finite VC dimensiond admits a strongǫ-net of sizeO(d
ǫ

log d
ǫ
). However,

many range spaces, typically range spaces arising in geometry, admit strongǫ-nets of size

o(1
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
). For, example, Pach and Woeginger [44] proved that halfspaces and translates

of polytopes inR2 admit strongǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
). Matousek et al. [36] proved that

halfspaces inR3 and certain special families of pseudo-disks inR2 (they require that there

is exactly one pseudo-disk through any three non-collinearpoints in the plane) admit strong

ǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
). Matousek later found a shorter proof for the existence ofO(1

ǫ
) size

strongǫ-nets for halfspaces inR3 via shallow cuttings [34].

In this chapter, we first give a new construction of strongǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
) for half-

spaces inR2 which leads to fast algorithm for computingǫ-nets for halfspaces inR2. We

then describe a general techniques for provingo(1
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
) upper bounds on the size of strong

ǫ-nets admitted by various range spaces. We then show how to construct the strongǫ-net

efficiently. In the following, we will just write ”ǫ-net” for ”strongǫ-net”.
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2.1 Geometric Range Spaces

Recall that a range spaceR is a pair (X,R) whereX is aground set(possibly infinite) and

R is a set of subsets ofX. The elements ofR are calledranges. For anyY ⊆ X we call

R|Y = {r ∩ Y : r ∈ S} the projectionof R on Y. The projection ofR on Y is the range

spaceR|Y = (Y,R|Y). The range spaces that we consider in this chapter are induced by finite

sets of points and geometric objects. LetP be a finite set of points andS a finite set of

geometric objects. For an objects ∈ S, let P(s) be the set of points contained ins, i.e.,

P(s) = {p ∈ P : p ∈ s}. Similarly for a pointp, let S(p) be the set of objects containingp,

i.e.,S(p) = {s ∈ S : p ∈ s}. The setsP andS induce two natural kinds of range spaces. If

we treat the set of pointsP as the ground set and the let the objects inS define the ranges,

we get the range space (P, {P(s) : s ∈ S}) which we call theprimal range space induced

by P and Sand denote it byR(P,S). On the other hand, if we think of the set of objects

S as the ground set and let the points inP define the ranges, we get thedual range space

induced by P and S, denoted byR∗(P,S) = (S, {S(p) : p ∈ P}).

2.2 ǫ-Nets for halfspaces inR2

Let P be a finite set ofn points inR2 andS be the set of all halfspaces in theR2. Pach

and Woeginger [44] proved that the range spaceR(P,S) admits anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
). We

give an alternate proof of this fact which allows us to compute anǫ-net of the same size in

O(n log 1
ǫ
) time.

For simplicity, let us assume thatP is general position i.e. no three points ofP are on

the same line. Letp be a vertex of CH(P), the convex hull ofP. Let r1, r2, · · · , rk be rays
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Figure 2.1: Construction ofǫ-net for halfspaces inR2.

emanating fromp, wherek = ⌈1
ǫ
⌉, so that the cone defined by any two consecutive rays

contains at mostǫn points ofP (see Figure 2.1). For each rayr i, let ei be the edge of the

convex hull ofP that intersectsr i. Letui andvi be the end points ofei andxi the intersection

point of r i andei. Let Y =
⋃

i{ui , vi}.

Claim 1. E = Y∪ {p} is anǫ-net forR(P,S). |E| = O(1
ǫ
).

Proof. Consider a halfspaceh that contains more thanǫn points fromP. Assume thath

contains points from a conec defined by raysr i andr i+1. Then,h either contains one of

the pointsxi , xi+1, p or it doesn’t contain points from any other cone. In the latter caseh

contains at mostǫn points fromP sincec contains at mostǫn points fromP. If h contains
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xi then it contains eitherui or vi and hence is hit byE. Similarly, it is hit byE if it contains

xi+1. If h containsp, it is again hit byE since p ∈ E. By construction,|E| is at most

1+ 2⌈ n
⌊ǫn⌋⌉. For large enoughn this is arbitrarily close to 1+ 2⌈1

ǫ
⌉. �

We now show that such anǫ-net can be constructed inO(n log 1
ǫ
) time.

Theorem 5. Given a set P of n points in the plane, anǫ-net of size2⌈1
ǫ
⌉ + 1 with respect to

halfspaces can be constructed in O(n log 1
ǫ
) time.

Proof. Let p be a vertex of CH(P). Such a point is computed inO(n) time by picking the

lexicographically smallest point ofP. Let r1, r2, · · · , rk be rays emanating fromp as before.

In order to construct theǫ-net described in Claim 1, we just need to compute these rays

and the edgeei of CH(P) intersecting each rayr i. If k = 1, then we pick the rayr1 to be

any ray passing throughp that intersects the interior of some edge of CH(P). Such a ray

can be computed inO(n) time. We can then compute the edge of CH(P) intersectingr1

in O(n) time by using the algorithm used in [30] for computing the bridge intersecting a

given ray. Otherwise, ifk > 1, we first recursively compute the odd numbered rays and the

edges of CH(P) intersecting them. The even numbered rayr i is chosen such that it roughly

bisects the set of pointsPi lying in the coneci defined by the odd numbered raysr i−1 and

r i+1. This is done inO(ni) time, whereni = |Pi |, using a median computation algorithm. To

computeei, we use the observation thatei is either identical to one of the edgesei−1 or ei+1

or both its end points are inci. We compute the edgee′i of CH(Pi ∪ {p}) in O(ni) time using

the bridge computation algorithm of [30]. The edgeei is the edge amongei−1,ei+1 ande′i

whose intersection withr i is the furthest fromP. Since
∑

even ini = n, the total time take to

compute the raysr i and the edgesei for even indicesi is O(n). Hence, the overall running
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time T(k,n) of the algorithm is given by the equations

T(k,n) = T(⌈k/2⌉,n) +O(n)

T(1,n) = O(n)

Hence,T(k,n) = O(n logk) = O(n log 1
ǫ
).

�

We now describe a general technique to prove the existence ofǫ-nets of sizeo(1
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
).

We first give a simple proof for the existence ofO(1
ǫ
) size ǫ-nets for halfspace ranges

in three dimensions and then extend the technique to range spaces which satisfy certain

simple conditions. We also show how the existence proofs canbe converted into efficient

algorithms for computing smallǫ-nets.

2.3 Halfspaces inR3

In this section we give a simple proof for the existence ofO(1
ǫ
) sizeǫ-nets for halfspaces

in R3. This result was first proved in [36] and later a simpler proofappeared in [34]. For

convenience, we consider theǫ-net problem for the dual range space induced by finite sets

of points and halfspaces inR3. The existence ofǫ-nets of sizeO(1
ǫ
) for such dual range

spaces implies the same for the primal range spaces since theroles of points and halfspaces

can be exchanged by using projective duality (see [18]).

The dual range space induced by a set of points and a set of halfspaces inR3 has the

halfspaces as the ground set and each point defines a range which is the set of halfspaces

containing that point. This range space clearly has a finite scaffold dimension and hence a

finite VC dimension. Therefore, it follows from theǫ-net theorem (Theorem 1) that such a
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range space admits anǫ-net whose size depends only on the parameterǫ. In other words,

whenǫ is a constant, there is anǫ-net of constant size. We use this fact and the following

claim to prove that the dual range space induced by a given finite setP of points and a set

H of halfspaces inR3 admits anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
).

Claim 2. Given any finite set Q of points inR3, there exists a graph GQ = (Q,EQ) with

at most4|Q| edges such that for any halfspace h inR3, the subgraph of GQ induced by the

points of Q contained in h (i.e. Q∩ h) is connected.

Proof. We constructGQ as follows: LetQ′ ⊆ Q be the vertices of the convex hull CH(Q)

of Q. We include the edges of the 1-skeleton of CH(Q) ( i.e. the graph with the vertices

of CH(Q) as the vertex set and the edges (1-faces) as the edge set) inGQ. For each of the

pointsq ∈ Q\Q′, we pick a tetrahedron containingq whose vertices are inQ′ (there is

always such a tetrahedron by Carathéodory’s theorem [35]) and put edges betweenq and

each of the four corners of this tetrahedron. The construction ofGQ is complete. It contains

at most 4|Q| edges since the 1-skeleton of CH(Q) is a planar graph and each point inQ\Q′

has degree four. For any halfspaceh ∈ R3, the subgraph ofGQ induced by the points in

Q′∩h is obviously connected and each point in (Q\Q′)∩h is connected to at least one of the

points ofQ′ ∩ h. Therefore, the subgraph induced by the points inQ∩ h is connected. �

For the range spaceR∗(P,H) defined by a set of pointsP and a set ofH of n halfspaces

in R3, call point p ∈ P heavyif it is covered (contained) by more thanǫn halfspaces in

H. Call a heavy pointmoderately heavyif the number of halfspaces covering it lies in the

range (ǫn,2ǫn] and call itvery heavyotherwise. We call a subsetY ⊆ P a moderateǫ-net

for R∗(P,H) if for each moderately heavy pointp ∈ P, a halfspace inY coversp.

Claim 3. The range spaceR∗(P,H) admits a moderateǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).
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Proof. Let M ⊆ P be the set of moderately heavy points inP. For eachp ∈ M, let H(p)

denote the set of halfspaces inH which containp. We say that two pointsp,q ∈ M are

independentif |H(p) ∩ H(q)| ≤ ǫn/8. Let I ⊆ M be an inclusion-maximal set of pairwise

independent points inM. The maximality ofI implies that for anyp ∈ M, there is a point

q ∈ I , not necessarily different fromp, such that|H(p) ∩ H(q)| > ǫn/8. Sinceq is a

moderately heavy point,H(q) ≤ 2ǫn and hence|H(p)∩H(q)| > |H(q)|/16. This means that

a 1
16-net forR∗(P,H(q)) hits p. In other words,Z =

⋃

r∈I Yr , whereYr denotes a1
16-net for

R∗(P,H(r)), is a moderateǫ-net forR∗(P,H). The size of such a net isO(t), wheret = |I |,

since each of the116-nets is of constant size. We now show thatt = O(1
ǫ
).

By Claim 2, there is a graphGI = (I ,EI ) such that|EI | ≤ 4t and for anyh ∈ H, |h∩ I |

induces a connected subgraph ofGI . We say that a halfspaceh contains an edgee ∈ EI if

both the endpoints ofe are contained inh. We denote the set of halfspaces containing an

edgee by H(e). For any halfspaceh, let nh = |h ∩ I | and letmh be the number of edges

contained inh. Sinceh ∩ I induces a connected subgraph ofGI , nh − mh ≤ 1 for eachh.

Summing over then halfspaces inH,

∑

h∈H
nh −
∑

h∈H
mh ≤ n. (2.1)

Now, since eachp ∈ I is a heavy point,

∑

h∈H
nh =

∑

p∈I
|H(p)| > tǫn. (2.2)

Each edge inEI is contained in at mostǫn/8 halfspaces since both its endpoints belong to

I . Therefore,

∑

h∈H
mh =

∑

e∈EI

|H(e)| ≤ |EI |
ǫn
8
≤ 4t
ǫn
8
. (2.3)
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It follows from (2.1),(2.2) and (2.3) thatt ≤ 2/ǫ and henceZ is a moderateǫ-net of size

O(1
ǫ
). �

Theorem 6. The dual range spaceR∗(P,H) induced by a set of points P and a set of

halfspaces H inR3 admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Proof. Let M ⊆ H be a 2ǫ-net forR∗(P,H) andZ a moderateǫ-net forR∗(P,H). Then

Z ∪ M is anǫ-net forR∗(P,H) sinceZ covers all of the moderately heavy points andM

covers all the very heavy points. By Claim 3, there exists a moderateǫ-net of sizeO(1/ǫ).

If we denote the size of the smallestǫ-net admitted byR∗(P,H) by f (ǫ), we have

f (x) = 0, ∀ x ≥ 1,

f (ǫ) ≤ O(
1
ǫ

) + f (2ǫ).

It follows that f (ǫ) = O(1
ǫ
). �

Using projective duality between points and halfspaces, wealso obtain the next theo-

rem.

Theorem 7. The primal range spaceR(P,H) induced by a finite set of points P and a finite

set of halfspaces H inR3 admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

2.4 Abstract Framework

The proof for the existence ofO(1
ǫ
) size ǫ-nets for range spaces induced by points and

halfspaces inR3 can be adapted to any range spaceR = (X,S) that has the properties that

we have exploited in the proof. In the following, we denote the set of ranges containing a

particular elementx ∈ X by S(x).
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Theorem 8. Any range spaceR = (X,S) satisfying the following two conditions admits an

ǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

1. For any0 < ǫ < 1 and for any Y⊆ X,R|Y admits anǫ-net whose size depends only

on ǫ.

2. There exist constantsα > 0, β ≥ 0 and τ > 0 s.t. for any I⊆ S , there is a graph

GI = (I ,EI ) with |EI | ≤ β|I | so that for any element x∈ X we have mx ≥ αnx − τ,

where nx = |I (x)| and mx is the number of edges in EI whose both endpoints (which

are ranges) contain x.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof for halfspaces inR3. As before, we call a range

s ∈ S heavyif |s| > ǫn, wheren = |X|. We say that a heavy ranges is very heavyif |s| > 2ǫn

andmoderately heavyotherwise. Anǫ-net forR is a subsetY ⊆ X which hits all heavy

ranges i.e. each heavy range contains at least one element ofY. A moderateǫ-net is a

subsetZ ⊆ X which hits all moderately heavy ranges.

We show thatR admits a moderateǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
). From this we can conclude the

existence of anO(1
ǫ
) sizeǫ-net forR by an argument analogous to the proof of Theorem

6. We say that two rangess and s′ are independentif |s∩ s′| ≤ α
2βǫn. Let I ⊆ S be an

inclusion-maximal set of pairwise independent moderatelyheavy ranges. Then for each

s′ ∈ S, there is a sets ∈ I such that|s∩ s′| > α
2βǫn which implies that|s∩ s′| > α

4β |s| since

|s| ≤ 2ǫn. Therefore, anα4β-net forRs hits s′. This means thatZ =
⋃

r∈I Yr , whereYr denotes

a α
4β -net forR|r , is a moderateǫ-net forR. Moreover,|Z| = O(t) wheret = |I |, since each

of the α4β-nets are of constant size due to the first condition in the statement of the theorem.

Now we show thatt = O(1
ǫ
).
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Let GI = (I ,EI ) be the graph ensured by the second condition in the statement of the

theorem. For an edgee= (s, s′) ∈ EI , let X(e) = |s∩ s′|. Since the ranges inI are pairwise

independent,X(e) ≤ α
2βǫn. For eachx ∈ X, we haveαnx−mx ≤ τ, wherenx = |I (x)| andmx

is the number of edges inEI whose both endpoints containx. Summing over allx ∈ X, we

have:

∑

x∈X
αnx −

∑

x∈X
mx ≤ τn. (2.4)

Now,

∑

x∈X
nx =

∑

s∈I
|s| ≥ tǫn (2.5)

since eachs ∈ I is heavy. Also, sinceX(e) ≤ α
2βǫn for eache ∈ EI and|EI | ≤ βt,

∑

x∈X
mx =

∑

e∈EI

X(e) ≤ |EI |
α

2β
ǫn ≤ βt α

2β
ǫn =

α

2
tǫn. (2.6)

From (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) we get:

αtǫn− α
2

tǫn ≤ τn =⇒ t ≤ 2τ
α
· 1
ǫ
. (2.7)

Sinceα andτ are constants,t = O(1
ǫ
). Hence,Z is a moderateǫ-net of sizeO(1

ǫ
) for

R and we conclude from a calculation similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 6 thatR

admits anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
). �

The second condition of Theorem 8 requires|EI | to beO(|I |). It is natural to expect that

if instead we had|EI | ≤ |I |b(|I |) for somesmall functionb(·) then we should still be able to

prove the existence of a correspondinglysmallǫ-net. Indeed, this is true and the following

theorem can be proved along the lines of the proof of Theorem 8.
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Theorem 9. LetR = (X,S) be a range space satisfying the following two conditions:

1. For anyǫ and for any Y⊆ X,R|Y admits anǫ-net whose size depends only onǫ.

2. There exist constantsα > 0, τ > 0 and a positive non-decreasing sublinear function

b(·) s.t. for any I⊆ S , there is a graph GI = (I ,EI ) with |EI | ≤ |I |b(|I |) so that for

any element x∈ X we have mx ≥ αnx − τ, where nx = |I (x)| and mx is the number of

edges in EI whose both endpoints (which are ranges) contain x.

Then,R admits anǫ-net of size O
(

1
ǫ
· (4τ) f ∗( 2

ǫ ) f̃
(

2
ǫ

))

where f∗(·) and f̃ (·) are defined

as:

f ∗(k) =



























0, if f (k) ≥ k

1+ f ∗( f (k)), otherwise

f̃ (k) =



























1, if f (k) ≥ k

f (k) · f̃ ( f (k)), otherwise

The proof Theorem 8 can be easily adapted for the case in whichthe vertices have

positive weights (instead of all vertices having weight 1).The same holds for Theorem 9.

2.4.1 Algorithmic Issues

The proof of Theorem 8 suggests the following simple algorithm for computing anǫ-net

for a range spaceR = (X,S) satisfying the conditions of the theorem: Start with an empty

set as theǫ-net and look at the ranges inS one by one. Lets be the range currently being

considered. Ifs is already hit by theǫ-net we have built so far then we ignore it. Ifs is

large (|s| > ǫn) and is not already hit we compute anα4β-net forR|s and add it to the current

ǫ-net. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm: Computeǫ-net1

Input : A range spaceR = (X,S)

Output : An ǫ-netN for R

N = ∅ // The ǫ-net is initially empty2

forall (s ∈ S) do3

if |s| > ǫn and s∩ N = ∅ then4

Pick an α4β-netMs for R|s5

SetN := N ∪ Ms6

end7

end8

return N9

Algorithm 1 : Computeǫ-net
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The setN constructed in Algorithm 1 is anǫ-net by construction. We still need to argue

that it has a small size. Consider the subset of rangesS′ ⊆ S whose sizes are in the interval

(ǫn,2ǫn] and for which Line 5 is executed. The ranges inS′ form an independent set i.e.

for any two rangess, s′ ∈ S′, |s∩ s′| ≤ α
2βǫn and hence by the argument used in the proof

of Theorem 8,|S′| ≤ 2τ
α

1
ǫ
. Similarly, the number of ranges whose sizes are in the interval

(2kǫn,2k+1ǫn] and for which Line 5 is executed is at most2τ
α

1
2kǫ

for any integerk ≥ 0.

Hence, the total number of ranges for which Line 5 is executedis O(1
ǫ
). Since the size of

each α4β -net computed in Line 5 is a constant, the size of theǫ-net computed isO(1
ǫ
).

The implementation of Line 5 depends on the range space underconsideration. As-

suming that it takes constant time to execute Line 5 and to check whether an element of

the ground set belongs to a given range, the overall running time of the algorithm isO(mn).

The size of each range is computed by checking for each element of the ground set whether

it belongs to the range. Checking whether a certain range is hit by the currentǫ-net is again

done by checking whether any of the elements of the currentǫ-net is contained in the range.

This takesO(1
ǫ
) time. We can assume thatǫ > 1

n since otherwise we can pick the whole

ground set as theǫ-net. Therefore the total time taken isO(mn).

If R has a finite VC dimensiond, then we can compute theα4β-net required in Line

5 of Algorithm 1 by random sampling. By theǫ-net theorem (Theorem 1), a random

sample of sizeO(d
δ

log d
δ
), whereδ = α

4β , is an α
4β -net with high probability. Suppose

that the probability is more than12. Then, in expectation in at least half of the cases the

random sample is anα4β -net. If we letS′ be the subset of rangesS′ ⊆ S whose sizes are in

the interval (ǫn,2ǫn] and for which Line 5 is executed successfully (i.e. we get a correct

α
4β-net), then as before, it can be argued that|S′| ≤ 2τ

α
1
ǫ
. Therefore, the total number of

ranges whose sizes are in the interval (ǫn,2ǫn] and for which Line 5 is executed (either
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successfully or unsuccessfully) is at most 22τ
α

1
ǫ

in expectation. As before, we can argue that

the total number of times Line 5 is executed isO(1
ǫ
). Hence the size of theǫ-net computed

is O(1
ǫ
) and the running time of the algorithm isO(mn).

The running timeO(mn) can often be prohibitive sincem can be quite large. In such

cases, a standard technique is to first constructǫ
2-approximationA for R and then use a sub-

space oracle to enumerate the hyperedges ofR|A. An ǫ
2-net forR|A is anǫ-net forR. If the

scaffold dimension ofR is d, then a subspace oracle enumerates the distinct ranges ofR|A

in O(|A|d+1) time. Theǫ2-approximationA of sizeO(ǫ−2 logǫ−1) can be computed determin-

istically in O(nǫ−2d logd ǫ−1) time [39]. The distinct ranges inR|A can then be enumerated

in O((ǫ−2 logǫ−1)d+1) = O(nǫ−2d logd ǫ−1) time.1 Now since we have onlyO((ǫ−2 logǫ−1)d)

ranges to deal with, we can use the previousO(mn) time algorithm and the overall running

time of our algorithm remainsO(nǫ−2d logd ǫ−1).

2.5 Geometric Applications

In the following, we present several applications of Theorem 8. The geometric range spaces

that we consider here have finite VC dimension and hence automatically satisfy the first

condition of Theorem 8 (due to Theorem 1). Hence, we only prove that they satisfy the

second condition and conclude the existence of anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
) for them. Most of

the results presented here have been proved before using various techniques. Apart from

Theorems 14 and 16, which were not previously known, the remaining results also follow

from the framework of Clarkson and Varadarajan [16]. We include them here in order to

demonstrate that they follow from our framework too. Also, in some cases, our technique

1again assuming thatǫ is a constant
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leads to a simpler proof. Theorems 14 and 16 show a way to overcome the limitations of

the technique used in [16]. Most of the definitions given in this section are more thoroughly

explained in [2].

2.5.1 Translates of Orthants inR3

We will show that the dual range space induced by a finite set ofpoints and translates of

an orthant inR3 (also called an octant) admits anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
). As mentioned earlier,

this result also follows from the framework of Clarkson and Varadarajan [16].

Let P be a finite set of points inR3 and letO be the set of all translates of some orthant

in R3. We will also denote a pointp ∈ R3 as (xp, yp, zp), wherexp, yp andzp are thex, y

andz coordinates ofp. For p,q ∈ R3, we will write p ≥ q iff xp ≥ xq, yp ≥ yq andzp ≥ zq.

We define the notationp ≤ q in a similar manner. W.l.o.g. we assume that the orthants in

O are axis-parallel, and everyT ∈ O is of the form{(x, y, z) : x ≥ xT , y ≥ yT , z ≥ zT}, for

some (xT , yT , zT) ∈ R3, which we call thecornerof T. For anyT ∈ O and anyQ ⊆ P, let

Q(T) = Q∩T. Note that if an orthantT ∈ O contains somep ∈ Q, then it also contains any

point q ∈ Q such thatq ≥ p. For any two pointsp,q ∈ Q, we define theminimal common

orthant of p and q, Tp,q ∈ O, as the minimal (w.r.t. inclusion) orthant that contains both p

andq. The corner ofTp,q is the point (min{xp, xq},min{yp, yq},min{zp, zq}).

Lemma 1. For any Q⊆ P, there is a graph GQ = (Q,EQ), such that|EQ| ≤ 3|Q| and for

any T ∈ O, there are at least12 |Q(T)| − 1 edges among the points in Q(T).

Proof. For a pointp ∈ Q we define thex-neighborof p asNx(p) = arg maxq{xq : yq ≥

yp, zq ≥ zp,q ∈ Q \ {p}}. The y- and z-neighborsNy(p) and Nz(p) are defined anal-

ogously. Note that it is not necessary that all three ofNx(p),Ny(p),Nz(p) exist for all
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p ∈ Q. For everyp ∈ Q, we add toEQ the edges (p,Nx(p)), (p,Ny(p)) and (p,Nz(p)),

wheneverNx(p),Ny(p) andNz(p) exist, respectively. The construction ofGQ is now com-

plete. Clearly,|EQ| ≤ 3|Q|, since every point inQ accounts for at most 3 edges.

Consider any orthantT ∈ O. We claim that there is at most one pointp ∈ Q(T) that

does not share an edge with another point inQ(T). This will immediately imply that the

number of edges whose both endpoints are contained inQ is at least12 |Q(T)| − 1. Assume,

for contradiction, that there arep,q ∈ Q(T), p , q, neither of which shares an edge with

another point inQ(T). Sincep,q ∈ T, their minimal common orthantTp,q is also contained

in T. W.l.o.g., assume that the corner ofTp,q is the pointop,q = (xp, yp,min{zp, zq}), i.e.

at least two coordinates of the corner (namely thex andy coordinates) are equal to the

corresponding coordinates ofp (any other case can be treated similarly). Consider the

set of pointsZp = {q′ ∈ Q \ {p} : xq′ ≥ xp, yq′ ≥ yp}. The z-neighbor ofp is given by

Nz(p) = arg maxq′{zq′ : q′ ∈ Zp}. Sinceq ∈ Zp(T), it must be thatzq ≤ zNz(p), implying

that Nz(p) ≥ op,q, i.e. Nz(p) ∈ T. But then the edge (p,Nz(p)) ∈ EQ contradicting our

assumption thatp does not share an edge with another point inQ(T). Therefore, there is

at most one point inQ(T) which does not share an edge with another point inQ(T), thus

proving the claim. �

Lemma 1 and Theorem 8 imply the following theorem:

Theorem 10. The dual range space defined by a finite set of points and a finiteset of

translates of an orthant inR3 admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

The above theorem also implies the existence of anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
) for the primal

range space. To see this, note that we can substitute every orthantT by its corneroT , and

every pointp = (xp, yp, zp) by an orthant of the form{(x, y, z) : x ≤ xp, y ≤ yp, z≤ zp}. This
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C

O

Figure 2.2: ConeC behaves like an orthant in the oblique coordinate system with originO.

preserves the incidences between orthants and points. Therefore, we have:

Theorem 11. The primal range space defined by a finite set of points and a finite set of

translates of an orthants inR3 admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Translates of Polytopes inR3: We proved that the range spaces induced by a set ofn

points and translates of an orthant inR3 admit a smallǫ-net. It is possible to prove the same

result for the range space induced by translates of a polytope inR3 with a finite number of

vertices. We give a brief sketch here. Suppose that instead of translates of an orthant, we

had translates of a cone with a triangular cross section i.e., a cone which is the intersection

of three halfspaces passing through a point. This situationis not very different since cones

with a triangular cross-section behave like orthants in a suitable oblique coordinate system

(see Fig. 2.2). In other words, it is easy to apply an affine transform to make the translates

of the cone look like orthants while preserving the incidences between the points and the

translates of the cone. Therefore, the range space induced by a set of points and translates

of suchtriangular cones inR3 also admits anǫ-net of sizeO(1/ǫ). From this, it is easy

to show that the range space induced by translates of a tetrahedron∆ admits anǫ-net of

sizeO(1/ǫ). We only need to consider a fine enough (oblique) gridding ofR
3 so that every
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l

r(h)

Figure 2.3:l(h) andr(h) for the pseudo-halfplaneh in a family of pseudo-halfplanes.

translate of∆ has at most one corner in any cell and at the same time it does not intersect

more than a constant numbert of cells. Then, inside any cell, we can treat the translates of

∆ intersecting it as cones. There are four different types of cones corresponding to the four

corners of∆. If the cell under consideration hasni points in it, then we construct anǫ′-net,

whereǫ′ = ǫ n
tni

of sizeO(ni/ǫn) with respect to translates of each of the four different kinds

of cones. It is not hard to argue that the union of theseǫ′-nets for the cells gives anǫ-net for

the range space induced by translates of∆ and total size is stillO(1/ǫ) since
∑

cellsni = n.

Since a convex polytope inR3 with k vertices can be triangulated withO(k) tetrahedra, it

follows that translates of a convex polytope inR3 with k vertices admit anǫ-net of size

O(k2

ǫ
). We just need to construct anǫ/k-net with respect to the range spaces induced by the

translates of each of theO(k) tetrahedra used in the triangulation of the given polytope.

2.5.2 Pseudo-Halfplanes inR2

A family of (x-monotone)pseudo-linesin the plane is a set of graphs of continuous uni-

variate functions, that intersect in at most one point and cross at that point. A family of

pseudo-halfplanesis a set of closed sets in the plane whose boundaries form a family of

pseudo-lines. For convenience, we will just writehalfplanesfor pseudo-halfplanes. For
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any halfplaneh, we will denote the function tracing its boundary byfh. With a slight abuse

of notation, we will also refer to the boundary ofh by fh. A family of upperhalfplanes is a

set of halfplanes each of which is bounded from below, i.e. for each halfplaneh in the set,

h = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y ≥ fh(x)}. Similarly, a family oflower halfplanes is a set of halfplanes

each of which is bounded from above.

Let H be a finite family of upper halfplanes andX ⊆ H . For anyp ∈ R2, we will

denote the set of halfplanes inX that containp by X(p), i.e.,X(p) = {h ∈ X : p ∈ h}.

Lemma 2. For any X⊆ H , there is a graph GX = (X,EX), such that|EX| ≤ 2|X| and for

any p∈ R2, the halfplanes in X(p) induce a connected subgraph (which therefore contains

at least|X(p)| − 1 edges).

Proof. For halfplanesh andh′, we say thath lies below h′ at x, if fh′(x) < fh(x). Note that

if a point p = (x, y) is contained in someh ∈ X, thenp is also contained in everyh′ lying

belowh at x. Therefore, in order to constructGX in such a way that the set of halfplanes

containingp induce a connected subgraph, it suffices to ensure that for allx ∈ R, each

halfplaneh ∈ X shares an edge with some halfplaneh′ ∈ X below it atx (if one suchh′

exists). For simplicity, we assume that the boundariesfh and fh′, of any pair of halfplanes

h,h′ ∈ X, cross exactly once. (If there areh, h′ such that the boundariesfh and fh′ never

cross, then for allx ∈ R, one of them, sayh, lies above the other. Therefore, we can put

an edge betweenh andh′ and ignore pseudo-halfplaneh.) For a halfplaneh ∈ X, let l(h)

be the halfplane inX which lies belowh for the maximal interval (w.r.t. inclusion) of the

form (−∞, x). Similarly let r(h) be the halfplane ofX which lies belowh for the maximal
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interval of the form (x,+∞). More formally,

l(h) = arg maxh′∈X { xl : fh′(xl) = fh(xl) and ∀x < xl , fh′(x) < fh(x) } ,

r(h) = arg minh′∈X { xr : fh′(xr) = fh(xr) and ∀x > xr , fh′(x) < fh(x)} .

Let xl
h andxr

h be thex-coordinates of the intersection offh with fl(h) and fr(h), respec-

tively.2 For an example, see Fig. 2.3. It is easy to see that connectingeveryh ∈ X with l(h)

andr(h) gives the required graph. For allx ∈ (−∞, xh
l ), h is connected to the halfplanel(h)

lying below it and for allx ∈ (xh
r ,+∞), it is connected to the halfplaner(h) lying below it.

For anyx ∈ [xl
h, x

r
h], there is no halfplane lying belowh. �

It follows from Theorem 8 and Lemma 2 that the primal range space defined by a family

of upper (or lower) pseudo-halfplanes and a set of points in the plane admits anǫ-net of

sizeO(1
ǫ
).

Theorem 12. The primal range space induced by a finite family of pseudo-halfplanesH

and a finite set P of points in the plane admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Proof. Let Hl andHu be the sets of lower and upper halfplanes (respectively) inH . We

construct separateǫ-netsNl andNu for H(P,Hl) andH(P,Hu). Then,Nl ∪ Nu gives an

ǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
) forH(P,H ). �

Using the duality between a family of pseudo-lines and a set of points in the plane, as

defined in [3], we can exchange the roles of points and upper halfplanes in Lemma 2 and

prove the following:

2If xl
h > xr

h, we can completely ignoreh for this stage, since the edges added to it in the first stage suffice.

If xl
h or xr

h does not exist, we can consider it equal to−∞ or +∞, respectively.
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Theorem 13.The dual range space induced by a finite family of pseudo-halfplanesH and

a finite set P of points in the plane admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

2.5.3 Pseudo-Parabolic Halfplanes inR2

A family of pseudo-parabolasis a set of graphs of continuous univariate functions every

two of which intersect (and cross) in at most two points. (We assume that every tangency

is equivalent to two intersections.) A family ofpseudo-parabolic halfplanes(parabolic

halfplanes for short) is a set of closed regions in the plane whose boundaries form a family

of pseudo-parabolas. For a parabolic halfplaneb, let fb denote the function that defines the

corresponding pseudo-parabola. We defineupperandlowerparabolic halfplanes just as we

did for pseudo-halfplanes in Section 2.5.2.

Lemma 3. Let B be a family of upper pseudo-parabolic halfplanes and P a set of points

in R2. Then, for any B⊆ B there is a graph GB = (B,EB), such that|EB| ≤ 6|B| edges, and

for any p∈ P the parabolic halfplanes containing p induce a connected subgraph.

Proof. We will assume that anyb1,b2 ∈ B cross exactly twice. It is not too hard to prove

that for anyb1,b2 ∈ B that intersect only once, additional crossings can be created at the

right of the rightmost point inP, without changing the incidences between the parabolic

halfplanes and the points inP.3 For eachb ∈ B, we definel(b), r(b), xb
l , x

b
r just as in the

proof of Lemma 2. Note that the definitions imply thatxb
l is the first point of intersection

betweenb and l(b), while xb
r is the second point of intersection betweenr(b) andb. We

construct the edge setEB in two stages. In the first stage, we connect everyb ∈ B with

3Again, if b,b′ ∈ B intersect tangentially or never intersect, then one of them, let it beb, lies completely

above the other. Therefore, we can connectb to b′ with an edge and ignoreb from then on.
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l(b) andr(b). This was we add at most 2|B| edges and everyb ∈ B is connected to another

parabolic halfplane that lies below it, for allx ∈ (−∞, xb
l ) ∪ (xb

r ,+∞). In the second stage,

for everyb ∈ B, we restrict our attention to the intervalIb = [xl
b, x

r
b]. Let σb denote the

drawing of fb restricted toIb. We claim that thex-monotone curvesσb (for all b ∈ B) form

a setΓ of curves whose interiors do not cross. Assuming the contrary, say that the interiors

of σb1 andσb2 intersect at a point (x0, y0). If this is the first intersection between the curves

fb1 and fb2, and forx < x0, fb1(x) < fb2(x), thenxb2
l ≥ x0, contradicting the assumption

that the interiors ofσb1 andσb2 intersect at (x0, y0). Similarly, (x0, y0) cannot be the second

point of intersection between the two curves either.

For eachb ∈ B and x ∈ Ib, we will ensure thatb is connected to someb′ ∈ B such

that x ∈ Ib′ andσb′ lies belowσb at x (if such ab′ exists). To achieve this, we consider

a trapezoidal decomposition of the segmentsσb (as in [18], Chapter 6, noting that having

curved segments instead of line segments doesn’t cause any problems). The decomposi-

tion consists of at most 3|X| + 1 non-overlapping trapezoids, whose upper and lower sides

are parts of curves inΓ and the left and right sides are vertical line segments. For each

trapezoid, we put an edge between the parabolic halfplanes corresponding to the upper and

lower sides. The construction ofGB is now complete.

To see that for anyp ∈ R2 the subgraph ofGB induced by the parabolic halfplanes in

B(p) is connected, observe first that the lower envelope of the arrangement of parabolic

halfplanes inB is identical to the lower envelope of the segments inΓ. Now, for eachb ∈ B

and x ∈ R: If x ∈ (−∞, xb
l ) ∪ (xb

r ,+∞), thenb is connected to some parabolic halfplane

lying below it atx (if one such exists) due to the edges added in the first stage. Otherwise

x ∈ Ib, and the only case in whichb is not connected to any parabolic halfplane lying below

it is whenσb is the lowest segment ofΓ at x. However, in that case,b is also the lowest
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parabolic halfplane ofB at x. Therefore for everyx ∈ R, each parabolic halfplaneb ∈ B

shares an edge with someb′ ∈ B, such thatfb′(x) < fb(x), unlessb is the lowest parabolic

halfplane atx, implying thus that the subgraph is connected. Since the total number of

edges added in the two stages is at most 5|B| + 1 ≤ 6|B|, the Lemma follows. �

The next theorem follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 8.

Theorem 14. The primal range space induced by a finite family of pseudo-parabolic half-

planesB and a set of points P in the plane admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Unfortunately, there is no duality (similar to the one used for pseudo-lines) known for

a set of pseudo-parabolas and a set of points inR2. Therefore, a different technique is

required in order to prove the existence of anǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
) for the dual range space

defined by a family of pseudo-parabolic halfplanes and a set of points in the plane. We

will, in fact, derive it from a more general result proved in the next section (see Remark 1

at the end of the chapter).

2.5.4 k-admissible Regions inR2

Consider now a family of regions inR2, each of which is bounded by a closed Jordan

curve. We will call it a family ofk-admissibleregions (fork even), if for any twos1, s2 of

the regions, the Jordan curves bounding them cross4 in l ≤ k points, (for some evenl), and

both s1 \ s2 and s2 \ s1 are connected regions. A family of 2-admissible regions is also

called a family ofpseudo-disks.

Let S be a family ofk-admissible regions, andP a finite set of points inR2. For any

Q ⊆ P, we will show that there is a plane multigraphG (a crossing-free drawing of planar

4two Jordan curves cross when at a certain point a curve passesfrom one side of another curve to the other
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c1

c2

Figure 2.4: A chord ofs1 lies insides2 and vice-versa.

graph which may contain multiple edges between two vertices) with vertex setQ, such that

the subgraph ofG induced by the set of points contained in any of the regionss ∈ S, is

connected. The graph will be given as the union ofconnecting graphsfor eachs ∈ S: For

a regions ∈ S, we call a plane connected graphGs = (Q(s),Es), whereQ(s) = Q∩ s, an

s-connecting graphif the drawing of the edges inEs is strictly contained ins. Moreover,

we say that a set of edgesE properly connectsa regions ∈ S, if there is a subsetE′ ⊆ E,

such that the graphG′ = (Q(s),E′) is ans-connecting graph.

In the following, whenever we refer to an edge, we will also refer to its drawing. We

say that an edgee piercesa regions, if s\ ehas at least two connected components and not

all the points ofQ∩ s lie in the same component. Achordof a regions is a Jordan arc with

the endpoints lying on the boundary∂s of s and the interior lying in the strict interior ofs.

If c is a chord ofs, thens\ c consists of exactly two connected regions.

Lemma 4. Let s1, s2 ∈ S . Let c1 be a chord of s1 that lies in the interior of s2 and c2 be a

chord of s2 that lies in the interior of s1. Then c1 and c2 cross at an even number of points.

Proof. Fig. 2.4 shows a simple example which gives the intuition behind the lemma. We

now prove it formally. Sincec1 is a chord ofs1, it splitss1 into two partsA andB. The chord

c1 lies in the interior ofs2 and s1 \ s2 has at most one connected component. Therefore,

exactly one ofA, B is contained in the interior ofs2. (If both A, B lie in s2 then s1 does

not contain any point of∂s2, and hence it cannot contain a chord ofs2 either.) Assume that
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B is not contained ins2. Sincec2 is a chord ofs2, the endpoints ofc2 are on∂s2. Also,

A is contained in the strict interior ofs2 and therefore does not contain any points of∂s2.

Hence, both endpoints ofc2 must lie inB, i.e. they are both on the same side ofc1 inside

s1. This immediately implies thatc1 andc2 may only cross an even number of times.�

The following lemma indicates how to construct the aforementioned plane multigraph.

Lemma 5. For any S′ ⊆ S and any given set of pairwise non-crossing“compulsory”edges

Ec, such that no edge e∈ Ec pierces any of the regions in S′, there is a plane multigraph

graph G= (Q,E ∪ D), such that Ec ∪ D properly connects every s∈ S′.

Proof. Let S′ = {s1, s2, · · · , sd}. We will use induction on the cardinalityd of S′.

Ford = 1, let I1 be the set of points in the plane contained in the interior ofs1 and which

do not lie in the interior of any of the edges inEc. Since no edge inEc piercess1, all points

in Q(s) belong to a connected componentI ′1 of I1. Therefore, there is a plane multigraph

G1 = (Q,Ec ∪ D1), such that the edges inD1 are strictly contained inI ′1 (and therefore in

the strict interior ofs1) andEc ∪ D1 properly connectss1.

Assume now that ford = l ≥ 1 and any compulsory set of pairwise non-crossing edges

Ec which do not pierce any ofs ∈ S′ there is a plane multigraphGl = (Q,Ec ∪ El), with

Ec ∪ El properly connectings1, s2, .., sl. For d = l + 1, let E′l be the subset of edges inEl

that do not piercesl+1. Any edgee ∈ El \ E′l is split by∂sl+1 into a set of segments. The

segments that are contained ins and are not chords ofsl+1 will be calledobstacles(see for

example Fig. 2.5). Note that one endpoint of each obstacle lies on∂sl+1 and the other is

one of the endpoints of the edge containing that obstacle. (Assuming general position, no

point in Q, and therefore no edge endpoint, lies on the boundary of any region.) LetI l+1

be the set of points inR2 which are contained in the interior ofsl+1 and which do not lie in
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chords

obstacle

Figure 2.5: Chord and obstacle segments of an edge w.r.t. a region.

the interior of any of the edges inEc ∪ E′l or the interior of any of the obstacles. Note that

no edge inEc ∪ E′l or an obstacle piercessl+1. Moreover, since no two obstacles cross, any

common point two of them may share will be an edge endpoint belonging toI l+1∩Q(sl+1).

Thus, all points inQ(sl+1) belong to a connected componentI ′l+1 of I l+1. Therefore, there is

a setD′ of edges contained inI ′l+1 such that the plane multigraphGl+1 = (Q,Ec ∪ E′l ∪ D′)

properly connectssl+1.

We claim that no edgee ∈ D′ pierces any ofs1, · · · , sl. For contradiction, assume that

somee ∈ D′ pierces somesi, i ≤ l. Then,e contains a chordc of si that splitssi into two

connected components, each containing points fromQ. SinceEc ∪ El properly connects

si, there must be an edgee′ ∈ Ec ∪ El, whose endpoints belong to different components of

si \ c. This implies thate′ crossesc an odd number of times. Sincee is an edge in the plane

graphGl+1, e′ cannot be an edge inGl+1. Therefore,e′ ∈ El \ E′l , meaning thate′ pierces

sl+1. All the intersections betweene′ andc happen at segments ofe′ which are chords of

sl+1, since we excluded the interiors of the obstacles fromI l+1. Hence, there is one segment

c′ of e′ which is a chord ofsl+1 and has an odd number of intersections withc. Moreover,

c′ lies in the interior ofsi since it is contained ine′, and similarlyc lies in the interior of

sl+1. This contradicts Lemma 4 and thereforeecannot be piercingsi.
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Therefore, none of the edges inEc ∪ E′l ∪ D′ pierce any ofs1, s2, · · · , sl, and moreover

Ec ∪ E′l ∪ D′ properly connectssl+1. Using the induction hypothesis for regionss1, · · · , sl

with Ec ∪ E′l ∪ D as the new compulsory set of edges, we obtain a plane multigraph whose

edge set properly connectss1, s2, · · · , sl+1. �

Lemma 6. Given a family S of k-admissible regions and a set of points P in the plane,

there is a planar graph GQ = (Q,EQ) for any Q⊆ P, such that for any s∈ S , Q(s) induces

a connected subgraph.

Proof. The required planar graph is obtained by applying Lemma 5 forthe familyS and

the setQ, with Ec = ∅ as the compulsory set of edges and replacing multi-edges with single

edges in the resulting plane multigraph.5
�

Lemma 6 and Theorem 8 imply:

Theorem 15. The dual range spaceR∗(P,S) defined by a family S of k-admissible regions

and a set P of points in the plane admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

The above theorem also follows from [16]. Showing the existence of ao(1
ǫ

log 1
ǫ
) sizeǫ-

net for the primal range spaceR(P,S) is an open question. However, we prove the existence

of an ǫ-net of sizeO(1
ǫ
) whenS is a family of 2-admissible regions (pseudo-disks). This

result was not previously known.

Lemma 7. Let S be a family of pseudo-disks and P a set of points inR2. Then, for any

R⊆ S there is a graph GR = (R,ER), such that|ER| < 24|R|, and such that for any p∈ P, if

5An interesting observation is that since planar graphs are 4-colorable [7], this implies that the primal

range space defined by a set of points and a set ofk-admissible regions in the plane is 4-colorable. The

colorability ofdual range spaces induced by geometric objects has been studied in [48].
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p is contained in d pseudo-disks from R, then there are at least 1
4d − 1 edges among those

pseudo-disks.

Proof. For a pointp ∈ P, we denote byR(p) ⊆ R the set of pseudo-disks inR that contain

p and we define thedegree d(p) of p asd(p) = |R(p)|.

We start by constructing a setP′ ⊆ P as follows: Letp1, p2, · · · , pn be all the points of

P in decreasing order of their degrees. Insertpi into P′, if and only if, for everypj ∈ P′

with j < i, we have|R(pi) ∩ R(pj)| < 1
4d(pi).

Using Lemma 6 forP′ andR, we get a planar graphG′ = (P′,E′) such that for each

s ∈ R, the points inP′(s) = {p ∈ P′ : p ∈ s} induce a connected subgraph. Therefore, for

any regions ∈ R, it holds thatms ≥ ns−1, wherens is the number of points ofP′ contained

in s andms is the number of edges among those points. Summing over alls ∈ R, we get:

∑

s∈R
ns ≤

∑

s∈R
ms+ |R|. (2.8)

Since for anyp1, p2 ∈ P′, the setsR(p1) andR(p2) share fewer than14 min{d(p1),d(p2)}

pseudo-disks, we have:

∑

s∈R
ms <

∑

(p1,p2)∈E′

1
4

min{d(p1),d(p2)}.

Combining this with the fact that
∑

s∈R ns =
∑

p∈P′ d(p), Inequality (2.8) gives

∑

p∈P′
d(p) <

1
4

∑

(p1,p2)∈E′
min{d(p1),d(p2)} + |R|

≤ 3
4

∑

p∈P′
d(p) + |R|,

where for the last inequality we are using the fact that sinceG′ is planar, there is a way to

orient the edges inE′ so that the out-degree of every node inP′ is at most 3 (see [14]). By
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rearranging, we get:
∑

p∈P′
d(p) < 4|R|. (2.9)

Now we will constructGR in such a way that for everyp ∈ P′, R(p) induces a connected

subgraph. Consider somep ∈ P′ and the familyR(p) of pseudo-disks that contain it. Using

Lemma 2.11 of [2], we obtain a combinatorially equivalent family of pseudo-disks that

are all star-shaped with respect top. From this, by performing an angular sweep using

a ray emanating fromp, (and having initial orientation such that it doesn’t pass through

any of the intersection points among the pseudo-disks) we get a combinatorially equivalent

family of pseudo-parabolas. Applying Lemma 3 gives a graphGp = (R(p),Ep), with

|Ep| ≤ 6|R(p)| = 6d(p), while for anyq ∈ P, the pseudo-disks inR(p) ∩ R(q) induce a

connected subgraph ofGp.

The union of the graphsGp, for all p ∈ P′ gives the graphGR = (R,∪p∈P′Ep). Due

to the way thatP′ was constructed, for anyp ∈ P \ P′ there is somep′ ∈ P′, such that

|R(p′)∩R(p)| ≥ 1
4d(p). Therefore, since the pseudo-disks ofR(p′)∩R(p) induce a connected

subgraph inGp′, there are at least14d(p) − 1 edges among the pseudo-disks that containp.

On the other hand, ifp ∈ P′, then there are at leastd(p) − 1 edges among the pseudo-disks

in R(p). We conclude the proof by observing that the total number ofedges inGR is at most

6(
∑

p∈P′ d(p)) < 24|R| (using (2.9)). �

From Lemma 7 and Theorem 8 we get:

Theorem 16. The primal range spaceR(P,S) defined by a family S of pseudo-disks and a

set P of points in the plane admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Remark 1. Since pseudo-parabolic halfplanes are a special case of pseudo-disks, Theo-

rem 16 implies that the primal range space defined by a family of pseudo-parabolic half-
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planes and a set of points in the plane, also admits anǫ-net of size O(1
ǫ
).

Remark 2. Note that the definition of pseudo-disks that we used here is different from

the one used in [36] where the family of pseudo-disks is required to be such that there is

exactly one pseudo-disk passing any three non-collinear points. We do not make such an

assumption and hence our result is stronger than the one in [36]. Moreover, Theorem 16

cannot be proved using the framework developed in [16], sincetheir technique is applicable

only todual range spaces(in the sense in which we have used the term in this chapter, see

Section 5.2) induced by geometric objects.
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Chapter 3

PTAS for Geometric Hitting Sets and

Independent Sets

In Chapter 2, we looked at a technique for proving the existence of ǫ-nets of small size for

certain geometric range spaces. Our construction also gavealgorithms for computingǫ-nets

of small size. A natural question then is whether we can compute the smallestǫ-net that

a range space admits. In this chapter, we consider a more general problem of computing

the smallest hitting set and present polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS) for

range spaces for which only constant factor algorithms (with a rather large constants) were

known. The problems we consider are strongly NP-complete and hence, unless P=NP, it

is not possible to find a fully polynomial time approximationscheme (FPTAS) for these

problems. Quite surprisingly, our algorithm is a very simple local search algorithm which

iterates over local improvements only. The proof techniqueused also yields a PTAS for

the maximum independent set in the intersection graph of anr-admissible set of regions

in the plane. This extends similar results obtained in [4] and [1]. Finally, the algorithmic
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technique we use gives a new way to prove the existence of small ǫ-nets for range spaces

induced by unit squares in the plane. We believe that a similar proof may exist for more

general range spaces.

3.1 Introduction

In the minimum hitting set problem, we are given a range spaceR = (P,D) consisting

of a setP and a setD of subsets ofP called theranges, and the task is to compute the

smallest subsetY ⊆ P which has a non-empty intersection with each of the ranges inD.

This problem is equivalent to the set cover problem and is strongly NP-hard. If there are

no restrictions on the set systemR, then it is known that, unless P=NP, there does not exist

any polynomial time algorithm that can approximate the minimum hitting within a factor

of c logn of the optimal [46]. The problem is NP-complete even for the case where each

point of P lies in at most two sets ofR [23].

A natural occurrence of the hitting set problem is when the range spaceR is derived

from geometry. For example, given a setP of n points inR2, and a setD of m convex

polygons containing points ofP, compute the minimum-sized subset ofP which hits all the

polygons inD. Unfortunately, for most geometric range spaces, computing the minimum-

sized hitting set remains NP-hard. For example, even the (relatively) simple case whereD

is a set of unit disks in the plane is strongly NP-hard [27]. Inthis paper, we will only be

concerned with set systems whereP is a set of points, and the ranges inD are induced by

various geometric objects.

Since there is little hope of computing the minimum-sized hitting set for general geo-

metric problems in polynomial time, effort has turned to approximating the optimal solu-
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tion. In this regard, an interesting connection to theǫ-net problem was made by Bronni-

mann and Goodrich [10].

They proved the following1: let R = (P,D) be a range-space for which we want to

compute a minimum hitting set. If we can compute anǫ-net of sizec/ǫ for the weighted

ǫ-net problem forR in polynomial time then we can compute a hitting set of size atmost

c ·  for R, where is the size of the optimal (smallest) hitting set, in polynomial time.

A shorter, simpler proof was given by Evenet al. [22].

This connection betweenǫ-nets and computing hitting sets implies that for the ranges

mentioned above withO(1/ǫ)-sized nets, there exist polynomial-time, constant-factor ap-

proximation algorithms for the corresponding hitting set problems. The constant in the ap-

proximation then depends on the constant in the size of theǫ-nets, which are typically quite

large. For example, for (P,H), whereH is the set of halfspaces inR3, the best constant we

get using techniques in Chapter 2 is at least 20, yielding at best a 20-approximation algo-

rithm. Furthermore, this is a fundamental limitation of thetechnique: itcannotgive better

than constant-factor approximations. The reason is the following: the technique reduces

the problem of computing a minimum size hitting set to the problem of computing the min-

imum sizeǫ-net and then uses constant factor approximation for the latter problem. It uses

the fact that anǫ-net of sizec/ǫ can always be computed and that 1/ǫ is a lower bound on

the size of theǫ-net to get the constant factor approximation. The Bronnimann-Goodrich

technique therefore cannot give a PTAS even for relatively simple hitting set problems.

As a side effect of the techniques we use in this chapter, we also get some improved

results for the maximum independent set for geometric intersection graphs. We briefly re-

view the known results in this area. In the maximum independent set problem for geometric

1They actually proved a more general statement, but the following is more relevant for our purposes.
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intersection graphs we are given a set of geometric objects and the goal is to compute the

maximum independent set in the intersection graph defined bythem. In other words, we are

required to compute a pairwise non-intersecting subset of the objects of the largest size. For

general graphs, it is impossible to approximate the maximumindependent within a factor

better thann1−δ for anyδ > 0, unless NP=ZPP [25]. Even when the graph is an intersection

graph of simple geometric objects like unit disks in the plane or orthogonal line segments in

the plane, computing the maximum independent set is NP-hard[29]. A PTAS for the unit

disks case appeared in [28] following which a PTAS for arbitrary disks appeared in [12]

and [21]. These algorithms, however, uses ashifted dissectiontechnique which requires

the objects to be fat. Agarwalet. al. gave a PTAS for the case of unit height rectangles

in [4] and more recently, Agarwal and Mustafa [1] gave a polynomial time constant factor

approximation algorithm for the case of non-piercing rectangles in the plane.

3.2 Results

We prove the following results in this chapter:

(1+ δ)-approximation of the minimum hitting set via local search. We present a new

general technique for approximating geometric hitting sets, which avoids the limitation

of the Bronnimann-Goodrich technique: we give the first polynomial-time approximation

schemes for the minimum geometric hitting set problem for a wide class of geometric range

spaces. All these problems are strongly NP-complete and hence, unless P=NP, there is no

FPTAS for these problem. Specifically, we show that:

• Given a setP of n points, and a setH of m halfspaces inR3, one can compute a

(1+ δ)-approximation to the smallest subset ofP that hits all the halfspaces inH in
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O(mnO(δ−2)) time.

• Given a setP of n points inR2, and a set ofr-admissible regionsD, one can compute

a (1+ δ)-approximation to the smallest subset ofP that hits all the regions inD in

O(mnO(δ−2)) time. This includes pseudo-disks (they are 2-admissible), same-height

rectangles, circular disks, translates of convex objects etc. See Definition 3.3.1 for

the definition of anr-admissible set of regions.

The above results should be contrasted with the fact that even for relatively simple range

spaces like those induced by unit disks in the plane, the previous best known approximation

algorithm is due to a recent paper of Carmiet. al. [11] which gives a 38-approximation

algorithm improving the earlier best known factor of 72 [42].

Our algorithm for both the problems is the following simple local search algorithm:

start with any hitting setS ⊆ P (e.g., take all the points ofP), and iterate local-improvement

steps of the following kind: If anyk points ofS can be replaced byk − 1 points ofP such

that the resulting set is still a hitting set, then perform the swap to get a smaller hitting

set. Halt if no such local improvement is possible. We will call this a k-level local search

algorithm. Then our main result is the following:

Theorem 17. Let P be a set of n points inR3 (resp. R2), and letH (resp. D) be the

geometric objects as above. Then, there exists a constant c such that a(c/δ)2-level local

search algorithm returns a hitting set of size at most(1 + δ) · , where is the size of

the optimal(smallest) hitting set.

Note that, for any fixedk, the naive implementation of thek-level local search algorithm

takes polynomial time: start the algorithm with the entire set P as (the most likely sub-

optimal) hitting setP′. The size ofP′ decreases by at least one at each local-improvement
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step. Hence, there can be at mostn steps of local improvement, where there are at most
(

n
k

)

·
(

n
k−1

)

≤ n2k−1 different local improvements to verify. Checking whether a certain local

improvement is possible takesO(nm) time. Hence the overall running time of the algo-

rithm is O(mn2k+1). By using data-structuring techniques, this bound can be improved by

polynomial factors; however that is not our goal here.

As a part of proving Theorem 17, we prove a result about planarbipartite graphs, which

is of independent interest. For any vertexv in a graphG, denote byNG(v) the set of neigh-

bors ofv. Similarly, for any subset of the verticesW of G, let NG(W) denote the set of all

neighbors of the vertices inW, i.e.,NG(W) =
⋃

v∈W NG(v). We prove the following:

Theorem 18 (Planar Expansion Theorem). There exists constants c and k0 such that for

any k ≥ k0, if G = (R, B,E) is a bipartite planar graph on red and blue vertex sets R

and B, |R| ≥ 2, so that for every subset B′ ⊆ B of size at most k,|NG(B′)| ≥ |B′|. then

|B| ≤ (1+ c/
√

k) |R|.

(1+ δ)-approximation of maximum independent set in geometric intersection graphs.

We give a PTAS for the maximum independent set of the intersection graph defined by a

set ofr-admissible set of regions in the plane. This extends the results obtained in [4] and

[1]. Our algorithm is again ak-level local search similar to the one used for approximating

minimum hitting sets. We start with the empty set and repeatedly try to replacek − 1

or fewer objects by a larger number of objects so that the resulting set of objects is still

pairwise non-intersecting. We again use Theorem 18 to provethe following:

Theorem 19. LetD be an r-admissible set of regions in the plane. There is a constant c

such that a(c/δ2)-level local search returns an independent set of the intersection graph of

D of size at least/(1+ δ) where is the size of the maximum independent set.
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Existence of smallǫ-nets via local search.We show that the local search technique can

also be used to prove the existence of small sizeǫ-nets. Specifically, we show that for the

case where we have points in the plane and the ranges consist of unit squares in the plane,

a simple local-search method gives the optimal bound ofO(1/ǫ) for the size of theǫ-net.

It is quite easy to prove the same result using other techniques but it is interesting that the

local search technique can be used to prove this. So far, the only other place where local

search has been used to prove a bound on the size ofǫ-nets is the proof of the existence of

O(1/ǫ) sizeǫ-nets for halfspaces inR2 by Pach and Woeginger [44]. It is not at all clear

that the same holds for halfspaces inR3. We conjecture that this holds for more general

range spaces defined by a set of points and anr-admissible set of regions in the plane – we

leave this as an open problem.

In Section 3.3 we present the proof of the main Theorem 17, assuming Theorem 18. We

prove Theorem 19 in Section 3.4 again assuming Theorem 18. Section 3.5 then gives the

proof of the Planar Expansion Theorem (Theorem 18).The alternate proof for the existence

O(1/ǫ) sizeǫ-nets for unit squares in the plane is given in Section 3.6.

3.3 PTAS for minimum hitting sets

LetR = (P,D) be a range space whereP is theground setandD ⊆ 2P is the set of ranges.

A minimum hitting set forR is a subsetQ ⊆ P of the smallest size such thatQ ∩ D , ∅,

for all D ∈ D. In this section we will show that given any parameterδ > 0, anO(δ−2)-level

local search returns a hitting whose size is at most (1+ δ) times the size of the minimum

hitting set for range spaces that satisfy the followinglocality condition.
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Locality Condition. A range spaceR = (P,D) satisfies the locality condition if for any two

disjoint subsetsR, B ⊆ P it is possible to construct a planar bipartite graphG = (R, B,E)

with all edges going betweenR andB such that for anyD ∈ D, there is an edge between a

vertex inD ∩ Rand a vertex inD ∩ B whenever both the intersections are non-empty.

For example, ifP is a set of points in the plane andD is defined by intersectingP with

a set of circular disks, thenR = (P,D) satisfies the locality condition. To see this consider,

for any givenR andB, the delaunay triangulationG of R∪ B. Removing the non red-blue

edges from the triangulation gives the required bipartite planar graph since for each disk

D in the plane, the vertices in (R∪ B) ∩ D induce a connected subgraph ofG and hence

there must be an edge between a vertex inD ∩ R and a vertex inD ∩ B whenever both the

intersections are non-empty.

Let us now return to the general problem. LetR = (P,D) be a range space satisfying

the locality condition whereP is a set of sizen andD is a set ofmsubsets ofP. Let R⊆ P

be a hitting set of minimum size and letB be a hitting set returned by ak-level local search.

We will use the fact that no local improvement is possible inB to show that|B| cannot be

too much larger than|R|.

We can assume, without loss of generality, thatB ∩ R = ∅. If not, let I = B ∩ R,

P′ = P\ I , B′ = B\ I , R′ = R\ I and letD′ be the set of ranges that are not hit by the points

in I . B′ andR′ are disjoint. Also,R′ is a hitting set of minimum size for hitting set problem

with pointsP′ and the ranges inD′. If we can show that|B′| is approximately equal to|R′|,

we can conclude that|B| is approximately equal to|R|.

From now on, we will callR and B the red points and the blue points respectively.

Since no local improvement is possible inB, we can conclude that nok blue points can be

replaced byk − 1 or fewer non-blue points. In particular, nok blue points can be replaced
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by k− 1 or fewer red points.

Let G be the bipartite planar graph betweenRandB, given by the locality condition for

R. Since bothR andB are hitting sets forR, we know that each range inD has both red

and blue points.

Claim 4. For any B′ ⊆ B, (B \ B′) ∪ NG(B′) is a hitting set forR.

Proof. If there is rangeD ∈ D which is only hit by the blue points inB′, then one of those

blue points has a red neighbor that hitsD and thereforeNG(B′) hits D. Otherwise,D is hit

by some point inB \ B′. �

Claim 4 implies that ifB′ ⊆ B is a set of at-mostk blue points, then|NG(B′)| ≥ |B′| since

otherwise a local improvement would be possible inB.

Now Theorem 18 implies that given any parameterδ, a k-level local search withk =

c2δ−2 gives a (1+ δ)-approximation to the minimum hitting set problem forR.

3.3.1 PTAS for anr-admissible set of regions.

It turns out that the locality condition, by a more complicated construction of the planar

graphG [45], also holds for anr-admissible set of regions, for anyr, in the plane. This

yields a PTAS for the minimum hitting set problem with anr-admissible set of regions in

the plane. Recall the definition of anr-admissible set regions:

Definition 3.3.1. A set of regions inR2, each of which is bounded by a closed Jordan

curve, is called r-admissible(for r even), if for any two s1, s2 of the regions, the Jordan

curves bounding them cross in l≤ k points, (for some even l), and both s1 \ s2 and s2 \ s1

are connected regions.
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As mentioned earlier, this includes pseudo-disks (which are 2-admissible), same-height

rectangles, circular disks, translates of convex objects etc.

3.3.2 PTAS for halfspaces inR3.

Given a set of halfspaces and a set of points inR3, we first pick one of the pointso and add

it to our hitting set. We then ignoreo and all halfspaces containing it. LetR = (P,D) be

the range space defined by the remaining set of points and the remaining set of halfspaces.

A PTAS for R gives a PTAS for the original problem. We will show thatR satisfies the

locality condition. LetR andB be disjoint red and blue subsets ofP.

We construct the required graphG on the verticesR∪ B in two stages and prove its

planarity by giving its embedding on the boundary∂C of the convex hullC of R∪B. In the

first stage, we add all red-blue edges (1-faces) ofC to G. In the second stage we map each

red or blue pointp lying in the interiorC to a triangular face∆(p) of C which intersects

the rayop emanating fromo and passing throughp.2 Let Q be the set of points mapped

to a triangle∆. We will construct a planar bipartite graph onQ and the corners of∆ and

embed it so that the edges lie inside∆. If ∆ has two red corners and one blue corner, we

add an edge between each red point inQ to the blue corner of∆ and each blue point of

Q to the two red corners of∆. It it quite easy to see that this can be done so that the

graph remains planar. The case when∆ has two blue corners and one red corner is handled

similarly. Consider now the case when all corners of∆ are red and letr1, r2 andr3 be the

corners. In this case we will connect at most one blue point ofQ to all three corners of

∆ and we will connect the rest of the blue points to two of the corners of∆. Again, it is

2Here we are assuming that each face ofC is a triangle, since one can always triangulate the faces.
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clear that this can be done while keeping the graph planar. For each blue pointb ∈ Q,

we try to find one cornerc of ∆ such that there is no halfspaceh ∈ R3 with the following

properties: i) the only blue point inh is b, ii) h contains exactly one of the corners of∆. If

we can find such a cornerc, then we put an edge betweenb and the two corners of∆ other

thanc. There can be at most one blue point inQ for which we cannot find such a corner

and we will connect that blue point to all three corners of∆. For contradiction, assume

that there are two pointsb1 andb2 in Q such that for each pair of red and blue points in

F = {r1, r2, r3,b1,b2} there is a halfspace inR3 containing exactly those two points ofF.

This means that eachr ibj is an edge in the convex hull ofF and thereforeF is in convex

position. The Radon partition [35] ofF is then a (3,2)-partition. Since the blue points lie

on the same side of the plane containing∆, the partition with two points has one red point

and one blue point and there cannot be a halfspace containingexactly these two among

the points ofF, contradicting our assumption. The case when∆ has three blue corners is

handled similarly. The construction ofG is complete.

We now show that for any halfspaceh ∈ R3, that does not containo and that contains

both red and blue points, there is an edge inG between a red point and blue point both

of which lie in h. If h contains both red and blue points which lie on∂C then there is a

red-blue edge among two of those due to the edges added in the first stage. Otherwise

assume, without loss of generality, that only the red pointsin h lie on ∂C. Consider the

halfspaceh′ parallel to and contained inh that contains the smallest number of points and

still contains both red and blue points. Clearly,h′ contains exactly one blue pointb. Since

h, and henceh′, does not containo, h′ must contain one of the corners of the triangle∆ that

b is mapped to. Ifb is connected to all three corners of∆ in G, we are trivially done. Also,

if h contains two of the corners of∆, then we are done sinceb is connected to at least one
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of those corners. Ifh′ contains exactly one cornerc of ∆, thenb must be connected toc

since it cannot be the case that we connectedb to the other two corners of∆. Hence, in all

cases,b is connected to one of the red points inh′.

3.4 PTAS for maximum independent set

LetD be anr-admissible set of regions in the plane. We want to approximate the maximum

independent set in the intersection graph of these regions.Let Rbe a maximum independent

set and letB be the independent set returned by ak-level local search. The regions inRare

pairwise non-intersecting and so are the regions inB. SinceR∪Balso forms anr-admissible

set, the intersection graphG of the regions inR∪ B is a planar bipartite graph. Since no

local improvement is possible inB, i.e. no subset ofB′ ⊆ B of sizek − 1 can be replaced

by a set of sizek so that the resulting set if still pairwise non-intersecting, we conclude that

for every subsetR′ ⊆ R of size at mostk, |NG(R′)| ≥ |R′|. Applying Theorem 18 onG with

the roles ofR andB exchanged, we have:|B| ≥ |R|/(1 + c/
√

k) for some constantc. This

proves Theorem 19.

3.5 Proof of the Planar Expansion Theorem

We will use the following result for the proof of the theorem:

Theorem 20(Planar graph partition with small boundary size [33]). Given a planar graph

H with n vertices and a parameter t, the vertices of H can be divided into groups of size

at most t so that the total number of vertices of a group sharedwith other groups, summed

over all groups, is at mostγn/
√

t, whereγ is a fixed constant.
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Note that some vertices belong to more than one group – these vertices are calledbound-

ary vertices. Furthermore, each non-boundary vertex has edgesonly to members of its own

group (which could include some boundary vertices).

Proof of Lemma 18.Let r = |R| andb = |B|. Consider the groups ofG formed according

to Theorem 20 with the parametert = k. Each group has at mostk vertices. Consider the

i th group and letr∂i andb∂i be the number of red and blue boundary vertices respectivelyin

the group. Similarly, letbint
i andr int

i be the number of red and blue interior (non-boundary)

vertices in this group. Theorem 20 guarantees that
∑

i r∂i + b∂i ≤ γ(r + b)/
√

k. Since there

are at mostk interior blue vertices in the group, by the expansion condition of the theorem,

their neighborhood must be at least as large as their own number, i.e.,bint
i ≤ r int

i +r∂i . Adding

b∂i to both sides and summing over alli we have

b ≤
∑

i

(bint
i + b∂i ) ≤

∑

i

r int
i +
∑

i

(r∂i + b∂i )

≤ r + γ(r + b)/
√

k

Let us assume thatk ≥ 4γ2 and setc = 4γ. Then,

b ≤ r
1+ γ/

√
k

1− γ/
√

k
= r(1+ γ/

√
k)(1+ (γ/

√
k) + (γ/

√
k)2 + · · · )

≤ r(1+ γ/
√

k)(1+ 2γ/
√

k) (sinceγ/
√

k ≤ 1/2 )

= r(1+ 3γ/
√

k+ 2γ2/k)

≤ r(1+ 4γ/
√

k) (since 2γ2/k ≤ γ/
√

k )

= r(1+ c/
√

k).

�
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3.6 Combinatorial Bounds onǫ-nets via Local Search

Consider the range spaceR = (P,D) in which P is a set of points in the plane andD is

defined by intersectingP with a set of unit squares in the plane. Construct anǫ-net forR,

sayY, using the 3-level local search: starting withY = P, keep improvingY as long as

there exists a subset of size at most three ofY that can be swapped to get a smaller set. We

now argue that|Y| = O(1/ǫ).

For the argument we will consider an equivalent problem. We will replace each of the

squares by a point at its center and each of the points with a unit square centered at it.

The task now is to pick the smallest subset of the squares which cover all points which are

covered by more than anǫ fraction of the squares. Let the number of squares ben and the

number of points bem. We will refer to the set of squares corresponding to points in P by

S and the set of squares corresponding to the points inY by M.

First some definitions. Call the squares inM the “ǫ-net squares” and the squares in

S\M as “normal squares”. A pointp ∈ R2 is denseif it is covered by more thanǫn squares

in S. Eachs ∈ M must have apersonal dense point, i.e., a dense point which no other

square inM covers. Fix any unit griding of the plane, and call a grid point p activeif at

least one of the four cells touching it contains a dense point. Denote the set of active grid

points byA. The following claim is easy to show.

Claim 5. |A| = O(1/ǫ).

Proof. By a packing argument, each active point hasǫn unit squares intersecting one of

its four adjacent squares. These squares contribute a constant number of active points, and

there can be onlyO(1/ǫ) such sets. �

Each unit squares ∈ S contains exactly one of the grid points, and for the squares in
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R2(s)
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C3(p)

C2(p) C1(p)

C4(p)

Figure 3.1: The normal squarer covers theǫ-net squares and stabs its neighbors (in the

cascadeM2(p)) in the cellC2(p).

M, this grid point belongs toA. For each active grid pointp ∈ A, label the four cells around

it asC1(p), C2(p),C3(p) andC4(p) in counter-clockwise order. For each cellCi(p), refer

to its opposite cell asC′i (p) (e.g.,C1(p) is the opposite cell toC3(p)). Denote the set of

squares inM that contain the grid pointp by M(p), and among these, those that have a

personal dense point inCi(p) asMi(p). Each square ofM containingp must belong to at

least one of the fourMi(p)’s. Each setMi(p) forms acascadeand there is a natural linear

order on them. Call the squares which are not the first or the last in this order themiddle

squares ofMi(p). Each squares ∈ Mi(p) has some region inCi(p) which is not covered

by other squares inMi(p) and we denote this region byRi(s) (see Figure 3.1). This square

s also has a region inC′i (p) which is not covered by other squares inMi(p), denoted by

R′i (s). For a normal squarer and anǫ-net squares ∈ Mi(p) we say that “r stabss in Ci(p)”
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if r intersects the regionRi(s) and we say that “r coverss in Ci(p)” if r contains the region

Ri(s). Note that ifr coverss thenr also stabss.
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Lemma 8. No three middle squares in Mi(p) have a common coverer in both Ci(p) and

C′i (p). Furthermore, no five squares in Mi(p) are stabbed by a common square in both

Ci(p) and C′i (p).

Proof. If three middle squares inMi(p) have a common covererr in Ci(p) and a common

covererr ′ in C′i (p), then a local improvement is possible by replacing the three squares by

two squaresr andr ′ in theǫ-net. Similarly, if five squares are stabbed by a common square

r (resp. r ′) in Ci(p) (resp.C′i (p)), then the three middle squares among them are covered

by r (resp.r ′), which is not possible by the first statement. �

For any squares ∈ M, let N(s) be the set of normal squares intersectings. Also, let

Z(p) = ∪s∈M(p)N(s) be the neighborhood ofM(p) andZi(p) = ∪s∈M(p)N(s) be the neighbor-

hood ofMi(p).

Claim 6. For any p∈ A and any i,|Zi(p)| ≥ |Mi (p)|
15 · ǫn. Furthermore,|M(p)| ≤ 60|Z(p)|

ǫn .

Proof. First notice that the second statement in the claim easily follows from the first since

for some j, M j(p) ≥ M(p)/4 and therefore|Z(p)| ≥ |Z j(p)| ≥ |M j(p)|/15 ≥ |M(p)|/60. We

will now prove the first statement.

Partition the squares inMi(p) into two types: those that have personal dense points in

Ci(p) only, or in bothCi(p) andC′i (p). If the former set has size at least|Mi(p)|/3, we are

done: each such square hasN(s) ≥ ǫn (due to the personal dense point), and by Lemma 8,

each normal square is double-counted at most five times when summing upN(s) for squares

in this set. Therefore|Zi(p)| ≥ (|Mi(p)|/15)ǫn.

Otherwise, assume that there are at least 2|Mi(p)|/3 squares, say setM′, which have

personal dense points in bothCi(p) andC′i (p). Let t = |M′| and lets1, s2, · · · , st be the

squares ofM′ along the cascade defined by them. For each squaresj, define itsred (blue)
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successorto be the squaresk with the smallest indexk > j such thatsj and sk are not

stabbed by a common square inCi(p) (C′i (p)). Note that a square may not have a red

or blue successor. Let us also say that a red or blue successorof a squaresi is far if the

successor issj with j−i ≥ 5 andnearotherwise. If some squaresi has a red (blue) successor

sj that is far thensi the squares ofM′ betweensi and sj−1, of which there are at least 5,

are stabbed by a common square inCi(p) (C′i (p)). Lemma 8 therefore implies that both red

and blue successors of a square cannot be far. At least one of them has to be near. Assume,

without loss of generality, that at least half of the squaresin M′ have a red successor that

is near. LetM′′ be the set of such squares. LetM′′′ be the set of squares in which we take

every fifth square ofM′′ starting with the first in the cascade defined by them. Clearly no

two squares inM′′′ are stabbed by a common square inCi(p) since otherwise one of them

would have a far red successor. Now, since|M′′′| ≥ |Mi(p)|/15 and each normal square can

contain the personal dense point of at most one of the squaresof M′′′ in Ci(p), we have

|Zi(p)| ≥ (|Mi(p)|/15)ǫn.

�

A square can belong to the neighborhood of at most nine activepoints, i.e.,
∑

p∈A |Z(p)| ≤

9n. Summing the second inequality in Claim 6 over allp ∈ A and using Claim 5, one gets

the required statement:|M| = ∑p∈A |Mp| = O(1/ǫ).

3.7 Future Work

We gave a PTAS for some geometric hitting set problems and proved a theorem, of inde-

pendent interest, about bipartite planar graphs in the process. We believe that the theorem

about bipartite planar graphs may be true for a more general class of graphs. This may
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allow us to get PTAS for other geometric hitting set problems. It is also worth explor-

ing whether there is a PTAS with a running timeO(mnO(ǫ−1)) instead ofO(mnO(ǫ−2)) for the

problems we considered.

We also believe that the local search technique can be used tofind alternative proofs

of the existence of smallǫ-nets for many other geometric range spaces including those

induced by half-spaces inR3 and by anr-admissible set of regions in the plane. Currently,

however, it is not even clear how to use it to proveO(1/ǫ) size ǫ-nets for range spaces

induced by different sized squares in the plane.
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Chapter 4

Small weakǫ-Nets

So far we have been discussing strongǫ-nets where given a range spaceR = (X,R), we

want to pick a subset ofX whichhitsall ǫ-heavyranges. However, as we saw in Chapter 1,

if X is a set of points inRd andR is the set of all subsets ofX obtained by intersecting

X with convex sets inRd, there is no hope of obtaining a strongǫ-net forR = (X,R) of

size dependent only onǫ. For example ifX is in convex position then any strongǫ-net

N must contain at least (n − ǫn − 1) points since otherwise the points not included inN

form anǫ-heavy range which is not hit byN. We then introduced the idea of weakǫ-nets

which allow us to hitǫ-heavy convex ranges with a small number of points, their number

depending only onǫ. In this chapter we study weakǫ-nets of constant size. We start with

the simplest instance of a weakǫ-net, namely the centerpoint, whose existence is given

by the centerpoint theorem. The centerpoint theorem is one of the fundamental combina-

torial results in discrete geometry, with applications in geometric algorithms [15, 41, 50],

large-scale computing [40], multivariate data analysis [20] and several others. It states the

following:
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Centerpoint Theorem [43, 35].1 Given a setP of n points in the plane, there exists a

pointc (not necessarily inP) such that any convex set containing more than2
3n points ofP

containsc. Furthermore, this bound is tight.

We will look at a generalization of the above theorem to more than one point. For example,

is it possible to find two pointsc1 andc2 in the plane such that any12-heavy (i.e. containing

at leastn/2 points ofP) convex set must contain eitherc1 or c2? We present a general pro-

cedure that gives the following results: one can hit all4
7-heavy convex sets with 2 points.

Furthermore, we prove that this bound is tight. Similar results are derived for larger num-

ber of points. In particular, we show that 5 points suffice to hit all 20
41-heavy convex sets.

This improves a natural way of picking five points [8] which hit all 1
2-heavy convex sets:

find two lines (using the ham-sandwich theorem [35]) which partition the point set into

four regions withn/4 points in each. Add the intersection pointx of the lines along with

the centerpoints of the points in each of the four regions. Since any set avoiding the four

centerpoints (one for each region) can contain only2
3rd of the points in any of the regions

and must avoid one of the regions completely if it avoidsx, these 5 points form a12-net.

Related work

Aronovet al.[8] proved that given a setP of n points in the plane, all convex sets containing

more than5
8n points of P can be hit by two points. They also construct inputs where

1This theorem can be equivalently stated as: there exists a point c such that any halfspace containingc

contains at leastn/3 points ofP.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of Theorem 21

regardless of how one picks the two points, there exists a convex set containing at least

5
9n points that is not hit. we improve both their results to get the optimal result of47n.

We similarly improve their results for other small numbers of points (see Section 4.2 for

specific improvements).

Another related area of research is the so-calledGallai-typeproblems [35] which ask

whether certain families of geometric shapes can be “pierced” by a small number of points.

An example of such a problem is the following: Given a set of closed disks in the plane

such that every pair intersects, what is the smallest numberof points needed to hit all these

disks? In this case, the answer which is both necessary and sufficient, is four [17]. In our

problem, we are looking to hit considerably more general objects(convex sets), with the

added constraint that one first fixesn input points, and each convex set contains a constant

proportion of these points.
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4.1 Main Theorem

We first present some definitions. Given a setP of n points inRd and a finite setQ ⊂ Rd ,

define the following:

ǫ(P,Q) = min{ǫ | ∀ convex setsC s.t. | C ∩ P | > ǫn , we have| C ∩ Q | , ∅ }

and letǫdi (P) = minQ,|Q|=i ǫ(P,Q). Setǫdi = supP ǫ
d
i (P). In other words, given anyP, the set

of all convex sets containingǫdi n points ofP can be hit byi points. Thesei points are said

to form aweakǫdi -net forP. The centerpoint theorem ind dimensions states thatǫd1 =
d

d+1.

We fix a direction−→u ∈ Rd which we call theupwarddirection. For a pointp ∈ Rd, let

fu(p) = 〈u, p〉 denote theheightof the pointp in the upward direction (〈u, p〉 denotes the

inner product ofu andp). For a convex setC, let fu(C) denote the height of the lowest point

in C, i.e. fu(C) = inf p∈C fu(p).

We now present our main result.

Theorem 21. We haveǫd0 = 1 and for r, s≥ 0 and d≥ 1, we have

ǫdr+ds+1 ≤
ǫdr · (1+ (d − 1)ǫds)

1+ ǫdr · (1+ (d − 1)ǫds)
.

We haveǫd0 = 1 since we don’t need any point to hit 1-heavy convex sets as there

are no such sets.2 Let a,b ∈ [0,1] be two reals to be fixed later. LetH be the set of all

closed halfspaces that contain at leastanpoints ofP and whose bounding hyperplane passes

throughd points inP. DefineHd
b = {(hi1,hi2, · · · ,hid) ∈ Hd | |P∩ (hi1∩hi2 · · ·∩hid)| ≥ bn, }

2Recall that anǫ-heavy range containsmorethan anǫ fraction of the elements of the ground set.
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to be the set of alld-tuples of halfspaces inH whose intersection contains at leastbnpoints

of P. Consider thed-tuple, say (hl1, · · · ,hld), such that

1. (hl1, · · · ,hld) ∈ Hd

2. (hl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld) has the highest lowest-intersection point among thed-tuples of halfs-

paces inHd, i.e., fu(hl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld) = max(hi1 ,··· ,hid )∈Hd fu(hi1 ∩ · · · ∩ hid)

We choose the upward direction−→u so that thed-tuple (hl1, · · · ,hld) is well defined. Note

that fu(hi1 ∩ · · · ∩ hid) = −∞ iff hi1 ∩ · · · ∩ hid is unbounded in thedownwarddirection−−→u .

Let P be the convex hull ofP and lethj1, · · · ,hjd bed halfspaces defining a vertexv of P

and containingP. Choose the upward direction−→u so that the vertexv is the unique lowest

vertex of the polyhedronP′ = hj1 ∩ · · · ∩ hjd in the upward direction and each of the points

p ∈ P get a unique height. Such a choice of−→u ensures that the bounding hyperplane of

no halfspace inH has a normal parallel to the upward directionu and there is at least one

d-tuple of halfspaces inHd whose intersection is bounded in the downward direction−−→u .

Therefore, (hl1, · · · ,hld) is well defined and the lowest point inhl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld is unique.

LetR be the polyhedronR = {hl1 ∩ · · ·∩hld}. Without loss of generality, we can assume

thatP is full dimensional and henceR is full dimensional. LetRl i be the intersection of the

halfspaces in{hl1, · · · ,hld} exceptl i i.e.,Rl i =
⋂

k∈[1,d],k,i hlk. Since each of the halfspaces

contain at leastanpoints fromP, |P∩ Rl i | ≥ (d− 1)an− (d− 2)n. Construct and return the

setQ = {x} ∪ Q′ ∪ Ql1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qld, where

1. x is the unique lowest point inhl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld.

2. Q′ is anǫdr -net for the point setP \ (P∩ hl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld) usingr points.
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3. Ql i is anǫds-net for the point setP \ (P∩ Rl i ) usings points.

Lemma 9. Q is an a-net for P, and has size r+ ds+ 1.

Proof. The size ofQ is obvious from the construction. We show that it is ana-net for the

value required in the statement of the theorem. We first need the following crucial fact.

Claim 7. LetC′ be a convex set containing at least an points of P that does notcontain x

and contains points from P∩ hl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld. Then,|P∩C′ ∩ Rl i | < bn for some i∈ [1,d].

Proof. For contradiction, assume thatC′ intersects allRl i in at leastbn points ofP. Let

R′ be the convex hull ofP∩ C′. Then,R′ does not containx, and therefore there exists a

halfspaceh′ defining a facet ofR′ such thatR′ ⊆ h′, andh′ does not containx. SinceR′

intersectshl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld, i) h′ intersectshl1 ∩ · · · ∩ hld, and ii)h′ contains at leastan points

of P (sinceR′ ⊆ h′), and iii) |P∩ h′ ∩ Rl i | ≥ bn∀i ∈ [1,d].

Now, the lowest pointz in R ∩ h′ is strictly higher thanx (sinceh′ does not containx)

and is defined by exactlyd halfspaces fromH sinceR is full dimensional and is defined

by exactlyd halfspaces fromH . Furthermore, the set of halfspaces definingz is {h′} ∪

{hl1, · · · ,hld} \ hl i for somei ∈ [1,d] and since|P ∩ C′ ∩ Rl i | ≥ bn ∀i ∈ [1,d], their

intersection contains at leastbn points fromP. This is a contradiction to the assumption

that (hl1, · · · ,hld) has the highest lowest-intersection point among thed-tuples inHd. See

Figure 4.1 for an example inR2. �

We now show that any convex setC′ containinganpoints must contain a point ofQ by one

of the following cases:

1. C′ containsx, so is hit byQ.
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2. C′ does not contain points fromR. Since|P ∩ R| ≥ bn, C′ containsan points from

the remaining setP\ (P∩R), whose size is at most (1− b)n. If an≥ ǫdr (1− b)n, then

C′ is hit by Q′.

3. C′ does not containx and yet contains points fromR. Then, by Claim 7,C′∩Rl i ≤ bn

for somei ∈ [1,d]. Then it must contain at leastan− bnpoints fromP \ (P∩Rl i ). If

an− bn≥ ǫds(1− ((d − 1)a− (d − 2)))n, thenC′ is hit by Ql i .

Therefore, if

an≥ ǫdr (1− b)n and an− bn≥ ǫds(d − 1)(1− a)n (4.1)

thenC′ is hit by Q. Maximizinga while satisfying (4.1) yields

ǫdr+ds+1 ≤ a =
ǫdr · (1+ (d − 1)ǫds)

1+ ǫdr · (1+ (d − 1)ǫds)
,

completing the proof of Lemma 9 and hence Theorem 21. �

4.1.1 New Proofs of the Centerpoint theorem and Helly’s theorem.

The above method actually gives elementary proofs of the centerpoint theorem and Helly’s

theorem in any dimension.

The proof of the centerpoint theorem in two dimensions is as follows: given a setP of n

points, consider all closed halfplanes containing more than 2
3n points ofP, and take the pair

with the highest lowest-intersection pointx. This is the required point, since any convex

set not containing this point cannot intersect the intersection of the halfspaces (Claim 7),

which contains more thann/3 points ofP. Hence, such a convex set can only contain the

remaining points ofP, of which there are fewer than23n. This follows from Theorem 21 by
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settingr = s= 0 andd = 2 to getǫ21 =
2
3. The proof ford-dimensions is exactly the same:

consider sets ofd halfspaces, each of which contains more thand
d+1n points and choose

the set with the highest lowest-intersection point (w.r.t.any upward direction). The lowest

point of their intersection is the centerpoint.

The same idea also gives an elementary proof of Helly’s theorem in any dimension.

Helly’s theorem (see [35]) states that if we have a set of closed convex sets inRd and we

know that everyd+1 of them have a common intersection then all of them have a common

intersection. To prove this, consider the pointp that is the highest lowest-intersection point

of anyd of the convex sets. By choosing the upward direction carefully, it can be assured

that p is uniquely defined and its height is finite. Then, by the condition of the theorem,

each of the other convex sets must intersect the common intersectionI of the d convex

sets definingp. Hence, they must also containp since if one of the convex setsC does not

containp then the lowest pointq of C ∩ I is the lowest point of the intersection ofd of

the convex sets and is higher thanp. This contradicts our assumption thatp is the highest

lowest-intersection point of anyd of the given convex sets. Therefore,p is lies in all the

convex sets and thus they have a common intersection.

4.2 Consequences of main theorem

Improving upon previous work [8], we completely resolve the2-point case in the plane.

Proposition 2. Given a set P of n points inR2, the set of all convex sets which contain

more than4
7n points of P can be hit bytwo points (i.e.,ǫ22 ≤ 4

7). Furthermore, there exist

arbitrarily large point sets such that the set of all convex sets containing4
7n points cannot

be hit by two points.
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Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 21 by settingr = 1, s= 0 andd = 2.

Our lower bound construction is similar to the lower bound construction in [8]. We

construct a set ofP of 7 points such that for any two given pointsp andq in the plane there

is a convex set which avoids both the points and contains 4 of the points inP. By replacing

each of the points ofP by a set ofn/7 points (for arbitraryn) contained in a sufficiently

small disk, one gets a setQ of sizen such that no two points in the plane hit all the convex

sets containing at least4
7n points ofQ.

Our setP is the set of vertices of regular heptagon. Let us name the verticesa,b, c,d,e, f

andg in clockwise order. If eitherp or q is identical to one of the 7 points, saya, then the

other point cannot hit the convex setsbcde, de f gand f gbcsimultaneously since they don’t

have a common intersection. On the other hand, if neitherp nor q is identical to any of

the 7 points, then one of the closed halfspaces defined by the line passing throughp andq

contains 4 of the points ofP whose convex hull is not hit by eitherp or q. �

Proposition 3. Given P, the set of all convex sets which contain more than8
15n points of

P can be hit bythreepoints (i.e.,ǫ23 ≤ 8
15). Furthermore, there exist arbitrarily large point

sets such that the set of all convex sets containing5
11n points cannot be hit by three points.

Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 21 by settingr = 2, s= 0 andd = 2.

The lower bound construction is as follows. We construct a set of 11 points such that for

any three given pointsp,q andt in the plane there is a convex set containing 5 points from

P and avoids all the three points. As in the proof of Proposition 2, one can replace each of

these points with a set ofn/11 points (for arbitraryn) contained in a sufficiently small disk

and obtain a setQ of points such that no three points in the plane hits all the convex sets

containing at least511n
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Our setP is shown in Figure 4.2(a). Assume that there are three pointswhich hit all

convex sets containing511n points of P. We first show that none of these points can be

identical to any of the 11 sets in the point set. Observe that if all the three points are

identical to one of the 11 sets in the point set, then they cannot hit the convex hull of the

remaining points, of which there are at least 8. Also, if two of the pointsp,q and t are

identical to one of the points, then the remaining points, ofwhich there are at least 9, can

be used to define two convex sets containing 5 points each and sharing only one of the

11 points. A single point hitting both these sets should be identical to the shared point

implying that all the three points are identical to one of thepoints. If only one of the points,

say p, is identical to one of the 11 points, say the pointk, then consider the convex sets

de f gh, f ghi j and jabcd. Sinceq and t hit all the three sets, one of the points should be

contained in the regionhv f g, wherev is intersection point of the segmentsf j anddh. Now,

consider the setshi jab andbcde f. The third point must hit both these sets and therefore

must be identical tob.

Assuming that none of the points is identical to one of the 11 points, we show that

if there exists a set of three points which hits all convex sets containing 5 points fromP

then one of those points is contained in one of the bold triangles shown in Figure 4.2(a).

Consider the four convex setsjkabc, abcde, de f ghandghi jk (see Figure 4.2(b)) containing

5 points each. In order to hit all the four sets, one of the three points must be in one the four

regions jzk, gxh, dveor abcs. If there is a point in one of the trianglesjzk, gxhor dve, we

are done. So, assume that there is a point in the regionabcs. There cannot be two points

in this region since then the remaining one point cannot hit the disjoint regionsahi jk and

cde f gsimultaneously.

If the point inabcsis in one of the trianglesatbor buc(see Figure 4.2(c)), we are done
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again. So, we assume that it is in the regionstbubut does not lie onbt or bu. Then, the

regionsabi jk, f ghi j andbcde fmust be hit by the other two points, and one of those must

be in the trianglejyi (see Figure 4.2(c)) since we have assumed that none of the points is

identical to f .

Hence, one of the bold triangles shown in Figure 4.2(a) must contain one of three weak

ǫ-net points.

Assume that the trianglehxgcontains one of the points (the other cases are analogous).

Since the regionsabcdk, e f i jk andde f i j must be hit by two points, the regione f i jr must

contain one of the points (see Figure 4.3(a)). Now, since theregionsabc jkandabcdemust

be hit by one point (see Figure 4.2(a)), the regionabcscontains a point.

Also, since the regionsabi jk and bcde f must be hit (see Figure 4.3(b)), either the

regionsabt ande f w contain one point each or the regionsbuc and i jy contain one point

each. Since the cases are symmetric, let us assume that the regionsabt ande f w contain

one point each.

But then, the regioncdi jk does not contain any point (see Figure 4.3(c)) although it

contains 5 points ofP. Hence, it is not possible to hit all the convex regions containing 5

points ofP using 3 points. �

Aronov et al. [8] proved thatǫ24 ≤ 4
7. We actually are able to hit sets containing4

7n points by

just two points (Proposition 2). Theorem 21 yieldsǫ24 ≤ 16
31, again improving upon Aronov

et al.’s result. Improving upon a result of Alon et al. [5], Aronov et al. [8] showed that if

each convex set containsn/2 points, then they can be hit by five points. Theorem 21 yields

an improvement (setr = 2, s= 1, andd = 2).

Corollary 1. ǫ24 ≤ 16
31.
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Corollary 2. ǫ25 ≤ 20
41.

4.3 Conclusions

We presented a general technique for constructing small number of points that hit all convex

sets containing certain fractions of points ofP. This then gives an optimal extension of the

centerpoint to two points and improves the previous bounds for larger number of points.

One intriguing open problem is whether the bound can be closed for the three-point case.

Our work leaves a gap (511 ≤ ǫ23 ≤
8
15), and it would be nice to get an optimal bound there.
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Chapter 5

Small basis for weakǫ-Nets

5.1 Introduction

Given a set system (X,R), whereX is the base set, andR is a family of subsets ofX, the

strongǫ-net problem asks for a small subsetX′ of X such that for every setS ∈ R containing

at leastǫ |X| elements,X′ ∩ S , ∅. As we saw in Chapter 1, if the set system has a finite

VC dimensiond, then picking a random sample fromX of sizeO(dǫ−1 log (dǫ−1)) yields

anǫ-net with some constant positive probability. We also saw that such small strongǫ-nets

do not exist for set systems of infinite VC dimension. In particular, it fails for range space

induces by a set of points and a set of convex objects in the plane.

In this chapter we will be concerned only about weakǫ-nets with respect to convex

ranges. Recall from Chapter 1 that given a finite setP of points inRd, a weakǫ-net with

respect to convex ranges is a setW of points inRd, not necessarily belonging toP, such that

W has a non-empty intersection with every convex range inRd containing more than anǫ

fraction of the points ofP. We briefly review a few other basic things that we discussed in
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Chapter 1. Letw(d, ǫ) denote the maximum size of the weakǫ-net required for any set of

points inRd with respect to convex ranges. This is finite since Alonet al. [5] have shown

that for anyǫ,d, there exist a weakǫ-net of size independent ofn. In particular, they proved

thatw(d, ǫ) ≤ O(ǫ−(d+1−δd)), whereδd tends to zero withd→ ∞. This result was improved

by Chazelleet al. [13] to w(d, ǫ) ≤ O(ǫ−dpolylog(ǫ−1)). They also showed that for a set of

points inR2 in convex position, there exists a weakǫ-net of sizeO(ǫ−1 polylog(ǫ−1)). More

recently, Matousek and Wagner [37] gave an elegant algorithm that computes weakǫ-nets

in Rd of sizeO(ǫ−dpolylog(ǫ−1)).

A long-standing open problem has been to show the existence of weakǫ-nets inRd with

sizeo(ǫ−d). Note that this contrasts sharply withǫ-nets for finite VC-dimension ranges,

where the size of theǫ-net dependsalmost linearlyon 1/ǫ. In fact, the current conjecture

by Matouseket al. [37] is that optimal weakǫ-nets should have sizeO(ǫ−1 polylog(ǫ−1)) in

R
d for every integerd. This conjecture and the following observation (which follows from

Lemma 15) is the motivation for our work:

Observation 1. Given a set P of n points inRd, a weakǫ-net of P of size k is completely

described by O(d2k) points of P.

Essentially, each point of the weakǫ-net is locally constructed fromO(d2) points ofP.

Hence if weakǫ-nets do have sizeO(ǫ−1polylog(ǫ−1)) in any dimension, then there must

existO(ǫ−1polylog(ǫ−1)) (hidden constants depend ond) points ofP from which it is con-

structed (we call this set abasis). So a possible first step towards confirming the conjecture

is to show this linear dependence on points ofP. Unfortunately all known constructions of

weakǫ-nets useΩ(ǫ−d) input points. In fact, a modification of [37] to compute the weak

ǫ-net at one step (instead of several recursive steps) seemedto use fewer input points. How-
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ever, it does not. Briefly, the construction uses anr-simplicial partition with sets of size

Θ(n/r) such that no hyperplane intersects more thanO(r1−1/d) sets of the partition. From

each set in the partition, one point is chosen and then a set ofpoints, containing a center-

point for every subset of the chosenr points, is computed. It is then shown that if a convex

set intersectsΩ((d + 1)r1−1/d) sets in the partition then one of the centerpoints computedis

contained in the set, for otherwise there exists a hyperplane intersectingΩ(r1−1/d) sets. The

case in which the convex set intersects fewer thanO(d + 1)r1−1/d) is dealt with recursively.

To avoid recursion, we must chooser in such a manner thatO((d + 1)r1−1/d) sets contain

fewer thatǫn points. Since the sets are of sizeΘ(n/r), we require that (d+1)r1−1/dn/r < ǫn

implying thatr > ((d + 1)/ǫ)d. Hence, in that case tooΩ(ǫ−d) input points are used.

The main features of the results presented in this chapter are as follows:

• We answer the above question in the affirmative, showing that for every point setP,

there exists a set ofO(ǫ−1 log (ǫ−1)) points inRd from which one can construct a weak

ǫ-net forP. So, while the size of weakǫ-nets that we compute isΘ((ǫ−1 log (ǫ−1))d2
),

their description (i.e., points used to construct them) is in fact near-linear in 1/ǫ.

• The proof establishes an interesting relation between strong ǫ-nets and weakǫ-nets.

Random sampling works for strongǫ-nets since the number of ranges is polynomially

bounded, and seems doomed when the ranges are exponential innumber (since then

one requires the probability of not hitting a range to be exponentially small as well).

We show that sampling approaches workif one takes some ‘products’ over the sam-

pled points. In particular, we show the following. InR2, take anǫ-net with respect to

the intersection of every six halfplanes. Thenonly from theseO(ǫ−1 log (ǫ−1)) points,
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one can construct a weakǫ-net of sizeO(ǫ−3 log3(ǫ−1)). Similarly, we show that by

random samplingO(ǫ−1 log (ǫ−1)) points inR3, and taking some function of them,

one gets a weakǫ-net of sizeO(ǫ−5 log5(ǫ−1)). For P in Rd, take a random sample of

sizeO(ǫ−1 log(ǫ−1)) (with only the constant depending ond). Then another product

function of these sampled points yields anǫ-net with sizeO(ǫ−d2
).

• Our approach directly relates the size of the weakǫ-nets to the ‘description com-

plexity’ of these ‘product’ functions. We use two ‘product’functions over points

of P: Radon points, and centerpoints. Our proof reveals the following connection

(see Corollary 3 for a stronger statement): letQ be a set ofm points inRd, and let

c(Q) be a set of points such that a centerpoint of every non-emptysubset ofQ is

present inc(Q). Then if c(Q) has sizeO(mt), one can construct weakǫ-nets of size

O(ǫ−t logt(ǫ−1)). Therefore, showingt < d will lead to an improvement in the size of

weakǫ-net obtained.

We first present an elementary proof for the two-dimensionalcase in Section 5.3. While

this gives the intuition for the problem, the proof uses planarity strongly, and so the exten-

sion to higher dimensions uses a different approach based on the Hadwiger-Debrunner

theorem. The general approach can be improved forR
3 with additional ideas, which are

presented in Section 5.4. The general construction for arbitrary dimensions is then pre-

sented in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Preliminaries

We review a few concepts from discrete geometry for later use[35].

VC-dimension and ǫ-nets [35] Given a range space (X,R), a setX′ ⊆ X is shatteredif

every subset ofX′ can be obtained by intersectingX′ with a member of the familyR. The

VC-dimension of (X,R) is the size of the largest set that can be shattered. Theǫ-net theo-

rem (Welzl and Haussler [26]) states that there exists anǫ-net of sizeO(dǫ−1 log(ǫ−1)) for

any range space with VC-dimensiond.

Radon’s theorem [35]Any set ofd + 2 points inRd can be partitioned into two setsA

andB such thatconv(A) ∩ conv(B) , ∅.

Ramsey’s theorem for hypergraphs [19]There exists a constantR(n) such that given

any 2-coloring of the edges of a completek-uniform hypergraph on at leastR(n) vertices,

there exists a subset of sizen such that all edges induced by this subset are monochromatic.

Hadwiger-Debrunner (p,q)-theorem [6] Given a setS of convex sets inRd such that

out of everyp ≥ d + 1 set, there is a point common toq ≥ d + 1 of them, thenS has a

hitting set of finite size and the minimum size of such a set is denoted byHDd(p,q) (inde-

pendent of|S|).
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5.3 Two Dimensions

Consider the range spaceRk = (P,R), whereP is a set ofn points in the plane, andR= {P∩
⋂k

i=1 hi ,hi is any halfspace} are the subsets induced by the intersection of anyk half-spaces

in the plane. This range space has constant VC-dimension (depending onk), and from the

result of Haussler and Welzl [26], it follows that a random sample of sizeO(ǫ−1 log(ǫ−1))

is anǫ-net forRk with some constant probability. LetQ be such anǫ-net. We have the

following structural claim which establishes a relation between strongǫ-nets and weak

ǫ-nets.

Lemma 10. Let P be a set of n points in the plane, and let Q be anǫ-net for the range space

Rk. Then, forany convex setC in the plane containing at leastǫn points of P, either a)

C∩Q , ∅, or b) there exist⌊k/2⌋ points of Q in convex position, say qi ∈ Q, i = 1 . . . ⌊k/2⌋,

such thatC intersects the edgeqiqj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ⌊k/2⌋.

Proof. AssumeC ∩ Q = ∅. We then give a deterministic procedure that always finds⌊k/2⌋

such points. W.l.o.g. assume that the convex set is polygonal (since there is always a

polygonal convex setC′ ⊆ C such thatC′ ∩ P = C ∩ P), and denote its vertices in cyclic

order byp1, . . . , pm for somem. Note that the next vertex afterpm is p1 again.

Define−−−−→pi pi+1 as the (infinite) half-line with apex atpi, and extending throughpi+1 to

infinity (define−−−−→pi+1pi likewise). See Figure 5.1 (a). LetT(i, j) be the region bounded by

−−−−→pi−1pi, the segmentspi pi+1, . . . , pj−1pj, and−−−−−→pj+1pj. Initially set l = 1, i l = 2, and j = 3, and

repeat the following:

1. If T(i l , j) contains a point ofQ, denote this point (pick an arbitrary one if there are

many) to beql. Seti l+1 = j. Incrementl to l + 1, set j = j + 1, and continue as before

to find the next point ofQ.
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2. If T(i l , j) does not contain any point ofQ, extend the region by incrementingj to

j + 1, and check again ifT(i l , j) contains a point ofQ.

This process ends whenj = 1. Assume we havel pointsq1, . . . ,ql, together with the in-

dicesi1, . . . , i l. Note that, by construction, each pointqt is contained in the regionT(i t, i t+1).

Consider anyi t and the pointqt that the regionT(i t, i t+1) contains. See Figure 5.1(b).

Claim 8. The region T(i t−1, i t − 1) contains no points of Q.

Proof. By the greedy method of construction,i t is the smallest indexj for which the region

T(i t−1, j) is non-empty. Hence all the regionsT(i t−1, j), i t−1 < j < it are empty. �

Defineht to be the halfspace incident to the edgepit−1pit and containingC. Claim 8 imme-

diately implies the following.

Claim 9. The halfspace ht, defined by the line incident to the edge pit−1pit , separates qt

(and all the other points of Q lying in T(i t−1, i t)) fromC.

If the number of points found by our method is at mostk (i.e., l ≤ k), then take the

intersection of the half-spacesht, for t = 1 . . . , l. By Claim 9, each halfspaceht separates

all the points inT(i t−1, i t) from C. Thus all the points ofQ are now separated by this

intersection (see Figure 5.1 (a) for the separating halfplanes), and since each halfspace

containsC, the intersection contains at leastǫn points ofP. This contradicts the fact thatQ

was anǫ-net to the range spaceRk.

Finally, note that the sequenceqt of points obtained,t = 1 . . . k, has the property that the

intersection point of any (properly intersecting) pair of segments joining non-consecutive

points, lies insideC. This follows from the fact that for every pointqt, all the non-adjacent
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points andqt lie in the same two half-spaces incident to edgespit−1pit andpit+1 pit+1+1, both of

which are incident toC. Therefore picking every alternate point yields the desired set. �

Setk = 8, and compute theǫ-net for the range spaceR8. It follows from Lemma 10

that if a convex setC is not hit by the computedǫ-net,then there exists a sequence of four

points, saya,b, c,d, such thatC contains the intersection of the two segmentsac andbd.

This immediately yields a way to construct weakǫ-nets using (strong)ǫ-nets: the weakǫ-

net consists of anǫ-net, sayQ, for R8, and the intersection points of all segments between

pairs of points ofQ. By the above argument, each convex set containing at leastǫn points

of P either contains a point fromQ or one of the intersection points. The number of points

in the weakǫ-net constructed above areO(ǫ−4 log4(ǫ−1)). We now show that by a more

careful argument, this can be reduced toO(ǫ−3 log3(ǫ−1)).

Theorem 22. Given a set P of n points in the plane, construct anǫ-net Q for the range

spaceR12. Construct the set Q′ as follows: for every ordered triple of points in Q, say

a,b, c, add the intersection of the bisector of∠abc with the line segment ac to Q′. Then

Q′ ∪ Q has size O(ǫ−3 log3(ǫ−1)) and forms a weakǫ-net for P.

Proof. Fix a convex setC containing at leastǫn points ofP. We may assume thatC does

not contain any point ofQ. Then, from Lemma 10, there exists a sequence of six points

in convex position, saya,b, c,d,e, f , of Q where the intersection point of every pair of

(properly intersecting) segments spanning these points lies inC.

The sum of the interior angles of the polygon defined by the sixpoints is 4π. Form two

triangles by taking alternating points, say△aceand△bd f. The sum of the interior angles

of the two triangles is 2π. By the pigeon-hole principle, there exists a point, saya, where

the angle∠cae is at leastone-half of the interior angle of the polygon at vertexa, ∠ f ab.
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Figure 5.1: Constructing weakǫ-nets in two dimensions. (a) The dotted lines indicate the

at mostk halfspaces that are used to separateQ fromC.

Therefore, the bisector of the interior angle∠ f ab lies inside the triangleace, and intersects

the segmentb f . This intersection lies between the intersection ofb f with the two segments

ac andae. See Figure 5.2(a). By assumption, these two intersections are contained inside

C. Therefore, by convexity, the intersection of the bisectorof ∠ f ab with the segmentf b

lies insideC. SinceQ′ contains all such intersections,C is hit by Q′. �

5.4 Three Dimensions

Lemma 11. For every d and t≥ d + 1, there exists a constant fd(t) such that given a

polytopeC and a set of points Q inRd such thatC ∩ Q = ∅, i) either there is set of fd(t)

hyperplanes such that each q∈ Q is separated fromC by one of the hyperplanes or ii) there

exists Q′ ⊆ Q such that|Q′| = t and the convex hull of every d+ 1 points of Q′ intersectsC.

Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that the origin lies in the interior ofC. Forq ∈ Q
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define

S(q) = {a ∈ Rd|〈a,q〉 ≥ 1, 〈a, x〉 ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ C},

where〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product. First note thatS(q) , ∅ sinceq < C. Second,S(q)

is convex and closed, as it is the intersection of a family of closed convex sets (namely

the closed halfspaces defined by the dual ofq and the duals of the vertices ofC). SinceC

contains the origin,S(q) is also bounded and hence compact.

Since 0< S(q), a ∈ S(q) implies that there is a hyperplane (〈a, x〉 = 1) which separates

the pointq from theC. If there ared + 1 pointsq1,· · · ,qd+1 whose convex hull does not

intersectC, then thesed + 1 points can be separated fromC by a single hyperplane (sep-

aration theorem, [35]). This implies that the corresponding convex setsS(q1),· · · ,S(qd+1)

have a common intersection.

Let S = {S(q) | q ∈ Q} be the set of convex sets corresponding to the points inQ. If

every subsetQ′ ⊆ Q of size t hasd + 1 points whose convex hull does not intersectC,

thend + 1 of everyt convex sets inS intersect. Therefore applying the (p,q)-Hadwiger

Debrunner theorem withp = t andq = d+1 on the convex sets inS, we deduce thatQ can

be separated fromC using fd(t) hyperplanes, wherefd(t) = HDd(t,d + 1) andHDd(p,q) is

the Hadwiger-Debrunner hitting set number forp andq in d dimensions. �

Lemma 12. For every t≥ 5, there exists a constant g(t) such that given a convex setC

in R3 and set Q′ of g(t) points inR3 so that the convex hull of every4 of the points in Q′

intersectsC, one can find Q
′′ ⊆ Q′ of size at least t such that the convex hull of every3 of

the points in Q′′ intersectsC.

Proof. Consider a hypergraph with the base setQ′ and every 3-tuple of points inQ′ as

a hyperedge. Color a hyperedge ‘red’ if the convex hull of the corresponding 3 points
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intersectsC and ‘blue’ otherwise. Then, by Ramsey’s theorem for hypergraphs [19], there

exists a constantg(t) such that if|Q′| ≥ g(t), there exists a monochromatic clique, sayQ′′,

of size t. A monochromatic ‘blue’ clique implies that there exists a set of t points such

thatC does not intersect the convex hull of any 3-tuple of these points. Take any 5 points

of Q′′, and partition their convex hull into two tetrahedra havingdisjoint interiors. Since

both these tetrahedra must intersectC, a triangular face of each of them must also intersect

C (not necessarily in the interior), a contradiction. Therefore, the clique returned must be

monochromatic ‘red’, implying the existence of a subsetQ′′ of sizet such that the convex

hull of all three points inQ′′ intersectsC. �

To prepare for the next lemma, we need the following geometric claim.

Claim 10. Let T = {a,b, c,d,e} be a set of five points in convex position inR3. Then, if a

convex setC intersects the convex hull of every3-tuple of T , it intersects at least one edge

(convex hull of a2-tuple) spanned by the points in T.

Proof. By Radon’s theorem, in every set of five points in convex position, there exists a

line segment which intersects the convex hull of the remaining three points (the Radon

partition). Assume the line segmentab intersects the convex hull ofc,d, ande. Then, we

claim thatC must intersectab. Otherwise, there exists a hyperplaneh separatingab from

C. Sinceab intersects the convex hull ofc,d ande, h separates at least one point in{c,d,e}

fromC and convex hull ofa,b and this third point does not intersectC, a contradiction. �

Lemma 13. For every t, there exists an h(t) such that given a convex setC in R3 and a set

Q′′ of h(t) points so that the convex hull of every3 points in Q′′ intersectsC, one can find a

subset Q
′′′ ⊆ Q′′ of size t such that the convex hull of every two points in Q

′′′
intersectsC.
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Figure 5.2: (a) The intersection of a bisector with a segmentwill lie inside C, (b) If C

intersects edgesac, ad andae, then it must intersecta f . Similarly for b f .

Proof. Again consider a hypergraph with the base setQ′′ and every 2-tuple of these points

as a hyperedge. Color a hyperedge ‘red’ if the convex hull of the corresponding 2-tuple

intersectsC and ‘blue’ otherwise. Then again by Ramsey’s theorem, there exists a positive

integerh(t) such that if|Q′′| ≥ h(t), there exists a monochromatic clique of sizet. We can

assume (again by Ramsey’s theorem) that ift ≥ k wherek is a constant, then the points of

the monochromatic clique have 5 points in convex position. From Claim 10, it follows that

the convex hull of two of the points of these 5 points intersects C, thereby implying that

the color of the monochromatic clique cannot be ‘blue’ and hence the convex hull of every

pair of points in the clique intersectsC. �

Lemma 14. Given a set of points R in convex position inR3, |R| ≥ 5, and a convex setC

that intersects every edge spanned by the points in R, a Radonpoint of R is contained inC.

Proof. Take the Radon partition of any five points inR. See Figure 5.2 (b). Say the edge
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ab intersects the facet spanned by{c,d,e}. It is easy to see that ifC intersects the edgesac,

ad andae, it must intersect the segmenta f . Similarly, if C intersects the edgesbc, bd and

be, it intersects the segmentb f . By convexity, it must contain the intersection of the edge

abwith △cde. �

We come to our main theorem in this section:

Theorem 23. Let P be a set of n points inR3. Then there exists a constant c= f3(g(h(5)))

such that the followings holds: take anyǫ-net, say Q, with respect to the range space

(P,Rc). Construct a weakǫ-net, say Q′, as follows: for every ordered 5-tuple, say a,b, c,d,e,

add the intersection (if any) of△abc withde. Then Q′ ∪ Q is a weakǫ-net for P of size

O(ǫ−5 log5(ǫ−1)).

Proof. Fix any convex setC containing at leastǫn points ofP. Without loss of generality,

we can assume thatC is a polytope (e.g., take the convex hull of the points ofP contained

in C). Furthermore, one can assume thatC is a full-dimensional polytope (since for a

fixed weakǫ-net Q′, and each lower-dimensional polytopeC′ not hit by Q′, there exists a

full-dimensional polytope containingC′ also not hit byQ′).

For a large enough constantc (depending onfd(·),g(·),h(·)), by Lemma 11, Lemma 12

and Lemma 13, there exists a set of at least five points such that C intersects every edge

spanned by these points. Lemma 14 then implies thatQ′ is a weakǫ-net. It should be noted

that the constantc has a very bad dependence ond since fd(·) has a very bad dependence

ond and bothg(·) andh(·) are exponential functions. �

Remark: In [37], in order to construct a set that contains a centerpoint of all subsets of

a set ofr points in d dimensions,rd2 points are used. The techniques described above
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can be used to reduce this tor3 andr5 (instead ofr4 andr9) for dimensions two and three

respectively. This improves the logarithmic factors in their result.

5.5 Higher Dimensions

Given a finite setP of points inRd, the optimal weakǫ-net can consist of any subset ofRd.

However, arguing similar to [37], we show that there is a discrete finite set of points inRd

from which an optimal weakǫ-net can be chosen. This subset is constructed as follows:

consider the set of all hyperplanes spanned by the points ofP (each such hyperplane is

defined byd points ofP). Everyd of these hyperplanes intersect in a point inRd. Con-

sider all such points formed by the intersection ofd hyperplanes (i.e. the vertex set of the

hyperplanes spanned by the point set). This is the required point set, which we denote by

Ξ(P).

Lemma 15. Let P be a set of n points inRd. Then the setΞ(P), of size O(nd2
), contains an

optimal weakǫ-net for P, for anyǫ > 0.

Proof. Let S be any weakǫ-net forP. We show how to locally move each point ofS to a

point ofΞ(P). Wlog assume that each convex set is the convex hull of the points it contains.

Take a pointr ∈ S, and consider the (non-empty) intersection of all the convex sets which

containr. The lexicographically minimum point of this intersection, t, is the intersection

of d of these convex sets [35]. Note thatt lies on a facet of each of these convex sets, and

each facet is a hyperplane passing throughd points ofP. Replacingr with t still results in a

weak net, since by construction,t is also contained in all the convex sets containingr. The

proof follows. �
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We now show thatΞ(Q), whereQ is a random sample ofP of sizeO(ǫ−1 log(ǫ−1)), is a

weakǫ-net with constant probability.

Theorem 24. Given a set P of n points inRd, there is a k(d) such that if Q is a random

sample of size k(d)ǫ−1 log(ǫ−1) from P, then with constant probability, Q′ = Q∪ Ξ(Q) is a

weakǫ-net for P.

Proof. Clearly Q′ has sizeO(ǫ−d2
logd2

(ǫ−1)) since each point inQ′ is defined by at most

d2 points ofQ (intersection ofd hyperplanes, each defined byd points).

Setc = fd((d+ 1)2), wherefd(·) is as in Lemma 11 and setk(d) = λc for a large enough

constantλ so that with constant probability,Q is anǫ-net with respect to the range space

(P,Rc). LetC be any convex set containing at leastǫn points ofP and assumeC ∩ Q = ∅.

ThenC cannot be separated fromQ by c hyperplanes, otherwise the intersection of the

halfspaces containingC defined by thesec hyperplanes hasǫn points and no point ofQ, a

contradiction to the fact thatQ is anǫ-net for (P,Rc). Again assume, as in Theorem 23,

thatC is a full-dimensional polytope. By Lemma 11, there exist a setS of at least (d + 1)2

points ofQ such that the convex hull of everyd + 1 of them intersectsC.

By Lemma 1 of [37],Q′ contains a centerpoint, sayq, of the setS. We claim thatq is

contained inC. Otherwise, by the separation theorem, there exists a halfspaceh− containing

qsuch thath−∩C = ∅. By the centerpoint property,h− contains at least (d+1)2/(d+1) = d+1

points ofS. The convex hull of thesed+1 points lies inh− and therefore does not intersect

C, a contradiction. �

In the above proof, we used the fact thatQ′ contains the centerpoint of every subset ofQ.

However, the proof goes through even ifQ′ has only adeep-pointof everybig subset of

Q. Given a finite setS, adeep-pointis a points ∈ Rd such that any halfspace containings
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contains at leastd points ofQ. Let c(Q) be the set of points inRd such that a deep-point of

every subset ofQ of size at least (d + 1)2 is present inc(Q). The proof above implies the

following.

Corollary 3. If c(Q) has size O(mt) for any set Q of size m, one can construct a weakǫ-net

for any point set of size O(ǫ−t logt(ǫ−1)).

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a connection between weak and strongǫ-nets which allows the con-

struction of weakǫ-nets from a small number of randomly sampled input points. However,

the size of the weakǫ-net obtained this way is much larger than the best known upper

bounds. It would be nice to improve the upper bound on the sizeof the weakǫ-net that can

be constructed from a small number of input points. The conjecture that the correct upper

bound on the size of weakǫ-nets isO(ǫ−1polylog(ǫ−1)) remains open.
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